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Correction
By STEVECLARKE
Mia
Policeandcampus security personnel .
are warning Seattle University students
to beaware of thearea's dangersafter a
shooting eight blocks east of campus
Friday which police described as
Seattle's first gang-related drive-by
murder.
Norm Mitchell, director of SU
security, cited Seattle Police
Department (SPD) statistics showing
growing violence as gangs, especially
the Crips and Bloods, fight over the
localdrugmarket
The victim told police ashe died that
members of a Crips-related gang shot
him,according to the Seattle Times.
Officer Joy Conn, crime analyst for
the SPD's East Precinct, said drive-by
attacks usuallyhave a specific target in
mind. She said the best way to avoid
becoming a victim is to "stay away
from narcotics problems."
Conn said crack houses are fairly easy
to identify and should be avoided.
"There's a lotof foot traffic" around the
houses,she said,adding thereis usually
a "runner" hanging around whohandles
the transactions and goes into the
house.
Don Church,media relations officer
for SPD, cautioned against assuming
anyparticular areais safe. "There is no
way you can say where these incidents
willoccur," he said.
Crack operations are very mobile,
Church noted. "The secret is,don't be
doingdrugs," headded.
While Mitchell agreed the operations
are constantly moving, he said
cautiously that withina block or two of
campus, "I don't see that great a
danger."
The further eastandsouth ofcampus
a person travels, Mitchell said, the
greaterchance of trouble.
He urged students parking off-
campus, especially night students, to
park asclose to thecampus aspossible.
"I would question someone's common
sense" who walks alone around 18th
AvenueEast,Mitchell said.
He advised those doing any evening
walking in the area to use well-lighted
routesand travelin groups.
No.5(478-800)
An attempt to condense material in
last week's issue resulted in the
Spectator reporting that the invocation
by Jack Morris,S.J., opening thePeace
and Justice Center's teach-in included
the statement, "I'm herebecause Bush is
an ass and we've got to say 'no' to
him..."
This wasincorrect.
The quotation was taken from an
interview Morris gave before the
openingprayer. The actual text of his
invocation is printed in this issue at
Morris' request. Itappearson page five.
TheSpectator regretsanyhardship the
error incurred on Morris and Mike
Ligot, the reporter, who was not at
fault.
By TERRYJ.ONUSTACK
StflffPepo'tfT
Resident suitesand apartmentscould
become a reality at Seattle University
due to growing demands for alternative
studenthousing.
The growing number of older and
married students increases the necessity
for non-traditional housing according to
JudySharpe, directorofresident student
services.
"Iget at least onephone call a week
asking if we have married student
housing," saidSharpe.
Sharpe feels optimistic that the
resident housing situation will improve
within the next few years. With
strategic and capital planning for the
1990s underway,SUisplacing resident
housingas a highpriority in improving
the educational package offered to its
students.
"Ireally think (SUPresident William)
Sullivan is looking seriously at making
the resident halls a top priority in
developing the whole strategic plan,"
said Sharpe.
Currently, SU's maximum potential
for resident students is about 1,400 in
approximately 700 double-occupancy
rooms.None of these rooms, however,
areequippedfor theaddedneeds ofnon-
traditionalormarried students.
Sharpesaid thatmany ideashave been
looked into in order to solve the lack of
specializedhousing.
"Last year, for example, we lookedat
two local apartment facilities that were
for sale," shesaid.
She alsomentioned the possibility of
buildinga new residence oncampus.
Ingeneral,residentstudents havebeen
satisfied with the halls. Bi-yearly
surveys show few complaints with the
accommodations presently offered.
"Our most common reoccurring
complaint has been problems with
ventilation in the bathrooms in
Bellarmine and Campion Halls," said
Sharpe,adding that improvements have
been made at Bellarmine to correct the
problem.
Yearly resident hall improvement
committees also make improvement
recommendations. Last year's
committees suggestedsoundproofing of
a wall between thestudy and recreation
rooms in the basements of Bellarmine
Halland XavierHall.
"There are many non-visible
improvements madeeach year," Sharpe
explained. Upgraded heating and
plumbing, as well as replastered walls
and energy efficient windows are
examplesof this..
Sharpe said that many resident
students would like to see carpeting in
each room, a consideration that is
constantly beinglooked into.
Costs for improved facilities will
come from capital improvement funds
according toSharpe.
"Wereally couldn'tpass theburdenon
Flu shots
Flu shots are now available in the
Student Health Center, located at
Bellarmine 107. From 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday, any
member of the Seattle University
community can be immunized for
$3.50.
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SEATTLEUNIVERSITY
warned
violence
Students
of gang
Mitchell stronglyurged thateveryone
on campus take advantage of SU
security's escort service, available 24
hoursadayandsevendaysa week.
Security personnel are "more than
happy" to escort anyone up to two
blocks away from campus facilities,he
said. The phonenumber for the service
is 296-5990.
Mitchell, Conn and Church all
stressed that students who involve
themselves in the drug scene areasking
for trouble. Church noted the new
"reverse-sting" tactic by SPD is
arrestingbuyers.
"You could be buying from a cop,"
Church said.
Conn cautioned that people buying
drugs may behurt if their source is the
targetofanother gang.
Mitchell echoed her warning. "Right
now these are targetedattacks,''he said.
"Who's to say when that is going to
change?"
SUhousing changes studied
to the students and remain competitive
in the local economy," explained
Shape.]
Sharpe said that many local
apartments remain vacant even during
theacademic year. "This is when those
units should be full," she said.
Sharpe feels that SlTs$2,300 resident
fee for thenine month academic year is
competitive in the nearby market. She
said that it would take three or more
people to share expensesand be able to
say:money by rentingan apartment or
house.
photo by Ktlljr Shannon
Senior halfback Laura Lubash fights for the ball in SU's Oct. 15 game
against the Unlverlsty of Portland. SU was defeated despite 4-1.
A CCTT
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SU security blends
with Bush's bunch
Washington State Representative Jesse Wineberry (with drink) listens as
Fr. Sullivan, SU president, makes a point during their Oct. 10 walking
tour east of the campus. The walk was part of the SU 100 class which
introduces freshmen to the university and Its surroundings.
UW branch proposal
alters recruiting scene
variety of situations. "The scenarios
would run from 'everything is hunky-
dory' all the way to people showingup
withbazookas," Fenn said.
What ifoneof the guests gotrowdy?
By his disruptive behavior and his
refusal to voluntarily leave the
Campion Ballroom, the status of
William Bichsel, S.J., went from
invited guest to criminal trespasser,
according toFenn.
"It's university property," said Fenn
of the role SU played in ejecting
Bichsel from the ballroom. "SPD
[Seattle Police Department] does not
have jurisdiction nor does the Secret
Service. We responded to the situation
much likewe would inaclassroom."
Norm Mitchell,SU chief of safety
and security, assisted by program
coordinator Mike Sletten, led Bichsel
out of theroom.
The security lead teamhaddiscussed
what they would do if a disruption
occurred "but,Imust admit,it took me
by surprise," saidFenn.
Working with people from "a
different part of the security industry"
was a positive experience for Fenn and
his sevensecurity staffmembers. "This
is so routine for thoseguys, though it
was anexciting time for us,achangein
pace," said Fenn. "It was a learning
experience. We got to meetsomenice
people."
What if you gave a dinner party and
heard that the guest of honor was
tagging along with 30 extra pals? It
failed to wreck havoc at Seattle
University when a visit by Vice
President George Bushbroughtagaggle
of Secret Service and Seattle Police
Department people to campus October
Too many cooks didn't spoil the
broth in this event SU security staff
worked inlock step withcityand federal
security forces. "Our role at the
university was a support one," said
Robert Fenn, Director of Plant and
Public Safety at Seattle University.
"The Secret Service from the White
Housereallyprovided thebasic security
with theassistanceof theSeattlePolice
Department"
A lead team from the Secret Service
was sent to Seattle the Friday before
Bush's visit. They worked with SU
personnel over the next five days
"coordinating everything from his
arrival through his departure," said
Fenn.
Each security organization had
assigned areas of responsibility. Time
was also spentplanning responses to a
By THERESA McBRJEN
StaffReporter
Tardy aid explained
By Terry J.Onustack
StaffReporter
Seattle University is looking at even
tougher competition for local students
in the wake of a proposal creating
branch campuses for the University of
Washington atBothellandTacoma.
SU's own plans for expansion face
opposition at the Fall Convocation
discussing the strategic planning
process. Criticism of a stronger SU
presence on theEastside pointed to the
university's limited resources and the
unmetneeds of thecentralcampus.
The opening of the UW branch
campuses could potentially draw many
students away from SU and local
community colleges.
The opening of the UW branch
campuses, as well as extended degree
programs from Central Washington
University at Lynnwood, Normandy
Park and Fort Steilacoom, could
potentially draw many students away
from SUand localcommunity colleges.
The UW proposal involves building
two new campuses serving
approximately 4000 commuter students
studying general business, business
administration,nursingandengineering.
Mostof these students would be juniors
and seniors,according to theplan.
"Webelieve there is a great demand
for more educational opportunities in
Washington State," saidState Rep.Ken
Jacobsen (D-Seattle),chair of the House
HigherEducation Committee.
SUofficials contend currentplans for
improvement and expansion have little
to do with theUWproposal. Theysay
their planshave longbeen in the works.
"Our program expansion plans have
not been altered in response to the
University of Washington's plans,"
said Jerry Viscione, Ph.D., dean of
Albers School ofBusiness.
Viscone said plans for an improved
business schoolhave been in the works
for some time.
"Therehavebeen plans since beforeI
knew where Bothell even was," said
Viscione.
"Naturally, added programs and
schools will make competition even
tougher," he said. Viscione added that
"more competition will improve
academics overall."
Jacobsen said education in
Washington State will improve greatly
with theadditional campuses,not only
due to theexpandedprograms but also
through heightened competition. He
said healso feels the branch campuses
will attract many students into the
university system.
Jacobsen downplayed the possibility
students will be drawn from private
colleges such asSU,SeattlePacific and
Pacific Luthern University, due to a
provision in the proposal calling for
400scholarship opportunities at private
collegesin the state.
Viscione said he liked that aspect of
theproposal.
Patty Murray, member of the
Shoreline School BoardandDemocratic
candidate for state senate in North
Seattle's first legislativedistrict, worries
about the existing conditions of
Washington's state schools.
"If we're going todo it,"Murray said,
"weneed todo itright."
slowed the delivery...The software
arrived a little at a time,and one part
isn't much good without theother,soit
slowedeverythingdown."
Davis claims that while all software
systems havebugs, what was delivered
toFinancial Aidarrived inareasonable
condition. Carter, on the other hand
said that, "once it got here, it didn't
work."
By the time everythinghad arrived
and wasproducing,Carter andhis staff
had "four months to do ninemonths of
work,"he said. "It would beas if you
entered a course during the second
quarter, and not only had to keep up
with the current classwork,but needed
to makeup for what you'dmissed."
During a typical year,Financial Aid
recipients receive their lettersof award
one to twomonths after theyapply,but
this year the office is still not
completely caught up. Carter is
planning to ask for a new computer
system for next year. "I justhope we
never have to work this hardagain." he
said.
ByDARCIE JORGENSEN
StaffReporter
Slow delivery of faulty software
caused belated delivery of this year's
award letters toFinancial Aidrecipients
at SeattleUniversity.
"We searched for four months before
the problem was corrected," saidFred
Carter, director of financial aid. "We
called the company that produces the
system at the very start,but they said
that we were doing something wrong,
that their producthad testedout fine."
When a representative finally
examined the computer, it was
discovered that the system's software
had in fact beenaltered at the test site.
Thesystem.Integrated Student Income
Service,iscomposed of software from
Scholarship Services and Systems
ComputerTechnology(SCT).
Thebackup was caused bya kindof
domino effect," said Linda Davis,
director of SCT for the university.
"The governmentrevised the financial
aid process, so government checks
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Teachinghighschoolappealedto him
before attending SU, Levan said, but
now he looks toward a career in
university education.
"The campus is such a dynamic
place," henoted. "To bea part of that,
Idon't think you're ever going to get
old."
Levanexpressedappreciationhe hasa
number of returning staffon ASSUthis
year. "I'm really excited about the
people wehaveon the council," he said.
"They'rereally motivated. We can act a
lot more this year where last year we
wereplanning," he said.
that tells a student to imagine himself
or herselfina particular job.
Emotions play a vital part in career
decisions. "I ask a lot about
emotions...lf a student tells me that he
feels kind of bored when he actually
thinks about doing this or that job, then
Iwould say thatprobably is not a real
good careerdecision,"Corwin said.
Parents can playan important part in
their children's decision-makingprocess.
It's fine for parents to offer their
opinion about job prospects, Corwin
said, but they should neither push the
subject nor force their children to see it
their way.
Students who are uncertain about
careers shouldbe encouraged. "All of
us need to hear about our strengths,"
Corwin said. "It's always nice when
that's coming fromour parents."
indirect. Andrea Skelley, academic
adviser and director of the diagnostic
ultrasound program, remembers a
student who felt his onlycareer choice
lay in ascientific field becausebothhis
parentshadadvanced sciencedegrees.
"He had put so much of his self-
worth and energy into the area he
outlined for himself that, whether it's
significant parental pressure or not,he
still hasn't come to grips with the fact
that he doesn't have the aptitude for it,"
Skelleysaid.
Though Skelley saidsuch cases have
happenedonly four times in her seven
years ofadvising,sheacknowledges that
theyareareality.
Corwin encourages students who feel
uncomfortable withparental pressure to
come either to theCareer Development
Center or the Counseling Center early
in their academic study to seek
counseling.
At4he Counseling Center,counselors
can help resolve conflicts or
communication problems between
students and their parents by providing
that impartial but essential third
perspective not possible in just a
parent-studentdialogue. Counselors can
teach students how to communicate
respectfully with their parentson career
issues. Corwin emphasized respect
because "in good communication,both
parties have to feel that they have the
respectofoneanother."
When students perceive their own
needs,gooddecisions should come after
a cognitive and intuitive assessment of
a career,according toHull.
The cognitive assessment involves
havingeach student look into hisor her
strengthsand weaknesses and compare
those with the pros and cons of a
particular career. The intuitive
assessment is that "little voice inside"
ByVINHDO
StaffReporter
IParents are the source of financialpport for many college students,butsome instances, they can be the
source of their children's anxiety.
According to arecentNew York Times
rticle, parental pressure plays a
ignificant part in the career decisions
tudentsmake.
At the start of college, parents
ssume their children have some
ndication of what career they want to
mrsue because parents, as the money
uppliers, would like to know what
they're investing in,according to Sally
lull, director of the CareerevelopmentCenter. They prefer theirlildren to be in career-related majorsicause "it's easier for parents to relatestudents when they pursueelectricaligineering or accounting majors thanhen they pursue historymajors," HullParents also prefer their children
How career palhs similar to those the
irents have chosen because they are
orecomfortable with the familiar than
the unfamiliar, according to Glenda
Corwin, psychologist and associate
director ofSU'sCounseling Center.
Their reasoning is that "if Ihad a
career and if it worked for me, thenit's
probably going to work for my
children,"Corwin said.
She cited the case of a student who
came to theCounseling Center because
he feltpressuredinto engineeringby his
father and felt he was much happier in
English and literature. Becausehe was
one quarter short from graduation,
Corwincould do littlebut advisehim to
finish his studies.
In some cases, pressure is more
3
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ASSUpresident seeks campus dialogue
ASSU President Joe Levan sits hard at work in his office located on the
second floor of the Student Union Building.
SU students, faculty and staff lack
awareness of "how to deal with people
of color."
ASSU will try to deal with the
problem through its clubs and
organizations,Levan said.
He cited SU's problem of retaining
minority students and staff. "There's a
reason for that," he said. "We've got to
find out what that reasonis."
Levan, who is majoring in political
science and education,brushed off any
suggestion of running for public office
oncehe's graduated. "1don't see that in
my future atall,"he said.
respect the students'needs."
Levan said he hopes to seea greater
number of students participate in the
state of the student forum this year.
Last year's response was too small tobe
considered truly representative of SU's
various populationgroups,he admitted.
Levan added his experienceslast year
as ASSU vice president are giving him
a great head start on the job of
president. "I already have the
connections oncampus," he said.
Even so, he added, the job is more
demanding than he had expected. "I'm
still working on my time management
skills,"hesighed.
Levan'smajor goal this year is to "try
to find out what students want and then
act on that," he said. "I really don't
haveahidden agenda."
Levan, a graduate of ODea High
School, called his stay at SU so far "a
great experience for me." His
Catholicism always meanta great deal
to him when he attended Catholic
schools in the past,he recalled,but his
faithstrengthened whenhecame to SU.
"It was never really mature until I
camehereand started toquestion whatI
believe,"Levan said. He saidhe feels
one of SU's greatest strengths is its
emphasis on leavingno article of faith
unexamined.
"There's nothing on this campus
that's taboo, that you can't talk about,"
Levanobserved.
SU's biggest problem, according to
the ASSU president, concerns
minorities. "There's a real problem of
multicultural awareness on this
campus," Levan said.
He saidhe doesn'tbelieveminorities
are intentionally slighted,but thatmany
Anxiety and your parents
By STEVECLARKE
Editor
Joe Lcvan's ultimate dream here at
SeattleUniversity is to see BuhrLawn
become the site of open forums where
SU community members conducted
spirited exchanges about issues of
Kmimonconcern.Levan, 22-year-old president of thessociated Students of Seattleniversity (ASSU), said Friday he
hopes the upcoming forum on the '88-
'B9 state of the student will contain
some of the enthusiasm which
accompanied last week's visit by the
vicepresident.
"That was something that was very
exciting for me," Levan said.
"Regardless of whether you were a
Republican or a Democrat, youhad an
issue that everyonewaslinked by."
Levannoted concerns such as tuition
and financial aid which affect nearly all
students will be open for discussion at
the state of the student forum,
tentatively scheduled for Nov. 2. He
said hehopedthe entireSU community
would take advantageof theopportunity
toaddress theseandother areas.
Last year's programproducedalistof
ten short-term and ten long-term
problems which the ASSU submitted to
1 the administration,he said. "I'd say 80
percent of them were acted upon,"
Levan recalled,adding that all items on
the lists were at least responded to by
administrative vicepresidents.
Levan soundedanoteof confidence in
SU's administration. "I've already
worked with these people andIknow
thai they wtJfl respond positively to
what we're doing," he said. "They
FE ATU RE S
Phone/mai
correction
Carol Gallaghar,SUbason to the
Phone/Mail fund-raising program
covered in last week's issue, said
that although she did say SU
alumni did not enjoy beingcalled
from New Jersey, she did not say,
"We wanted people without New
Jersey accents."
Gallaghar also reports that the
Annual Fund covers 25 percent of
SU's costs, not 75 percent as the
article stated.
The Spectator regrets any
misunderstanding.
ABE YOU OUT OF SHAPE?
DO YOU WANT TO GET INTO BETTER SHAPE?
WE WANTTOHELPYOU:
Become physically fit in a safe, and successful
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Learnmore aboutyourbody:
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periodbefore andafter the 6month
exerciseprogram
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The majority ofCongress is far more
concerned with their political necks than
protecting minority rights (which is
why the Founding Fathers made sure
justicesnever cameup for election).
People may have been fed up with
watching criminals walk away from
punishment just because police didn't
precisely follow the law,but what will
people think when the rights of the
accused begin to evaporate as the new
conservative Courttakes over?
Conservatives themselves take for
granted many of therights secured over
the yearsby the liberal court. Political
rights are something most people don't
noticeuntil they're taken away.
The problem with therealignmentof
theCourt is that ifpeopledecide after a
coupleof years that they want their old
rights back, it's too late. For at least a
generation.
Justices, you'll remember, are
appointed for life.
This does notmean that therights we
now enjoy will necessarily become a
thing of the past. After all, there are
threebranches ofgovernmentas well as
aprocess for amending theConstitution
toadd more protectionsif thepeopleso
desire.
Tell this to someone who worked for
the Equal Rights Amendment. They
may laugh or they may cry. Chances
are they won'tbe veryencouraging.
Which brings us back the statement
which opened this piece. When Bush
takes office,a new era willbegin in the
relationship between the American
peopleand its government.
We willhave to work for our rights.
conservatives believe went too far
include the 1954 ruling that public
schools must be integrated, the ruling
that evidence obtained in an illegal
searchmay notbe usedin courtand the
1973 decision prohibiting states from
outlawing mostabortions.
Presidents Nixon,Ford and Reagan
made a crusade out of deriding these
liberal decisions and replacingretiring
justices with as conservative jurists as
the Senate wouldapprove.
With the retirement of Marshall and
Brennan the realignment will be
complete. America will finally get the
Court ithas voted for in fourof the last
fivepresidentialelections.
The question is,does America have
any idea what it has been voting for?
"Protecting the victims instead of the
criminals" sounds reasonable. So does
letting theelectedbranchof government
make the laws. But the possible
consequencesofleaving our guarantees
of freedom under the guard of the
legislativebranch aredownright scary.
Takea look at the drugbill that just
zipped through Congress. Protection
against improper searches and seizures
nearly fell to the wayside aspoliticians
scrambled to appear tough against
drugs.
A threatened filibuster by a small
group of senators stopped the bruntof
the attack on rights. Only three
senators voted against the final bill
which, among other things, would
depriveaconvicted druguserof federal
student loans for up to five years after a
firstoffense.
Letters
To the editor:
As faculty committed toprinciples of
free inquiry, we disapprove of the
format for Vice President GeorgeBush's
Oct. 11campaign appearance at Seattle
University. Weare notpleasedthat our
campus became the back-drop for a
carefully orchestrated "photo
opportunity" before a select audience.
While we welcome visits to our
university bypresidentialcandidates,we
believe such visits should include
possibilities for questions and
discussion. Because of the absence of
any room for debate or discussion,
contrary to the nature of a university,
we respect the symbolic actions of the
two Jesuits who had the courage to
challengeGeorgeBush.
While the vice president gave his
campaign presentation, serious
discussion took place elsewhere on the
campus. Some of our students had
taken the initiative to arrange an open
meeting where faculty, staff, students
and members of the larger community
came together to take aclose look at the
issues in this year's presidential
campaign. We are proud of those
students whodemonstrated what Seattle
University isreally about.
SteenHailing
Warren Johnson
RichardSherburne,SJ.
Jan Rowe
LindaH.Damico
James Stark
DavidMcCloskey
Pat Burke
LeoStanford
KarenBarta
JosephB.Monda
DavidCamacho
Daniel A.Dombrowski
LindaL.Roise
Gary L.Chamberlain
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Rosaleen Trainor
DavidW.Madsen
Thomas W. Cunningham
LaneGerber
Jodi Kelly
GeorgeKunz
JamesE. Sawyer
Bradley Scharf
HamidaBosmajian
Casey Blake
MarkD.Hart
To the editor:
The Seattle University Peace and
Justice Center is anorganizationofmen
and women from the extended SU
community. Ourpurpose is to createa
supportive atmosphere in which we
work for positive non-violent social
change inourselves, in our community
and the world. We recognize our
interconnectedness with our world and
take responsibility for actively shaping
it. We empower ourselves and others
through educated action and by
developinglifestyles which seek viable
alternatives to violence and injustice.
We, therefore,oppose GeorgeBush's
bidfor the presidencyand his tactics as
manifest inhis Oct. 11appearance. We
expectanopen,educated anddemocratic
approach to the process of seeking the
presidency. In recognizing George
Bush's unwillingness to participate in
dialogue, we are responsible for
insisting upon an environment
conducive tohonestinquiry.
We expectour university tobeguided
by these principles. We are
disappointed with the demonstrated lack
of integrity on the part of SU's
administration.
This is why the teach-in had to take
place.
Peace andJustice Center.
The case isnot trivial. Itis senseless
to acquire a Tsutakawa fountain and
place it amid landscaping suitable for a
hamburger franchise. Here in Seattle,
growing things is our greatest
consolation for the grayness of the
seasons,and here at Seattle University,
they areone of the few things that give
our urbancampusasoul.
Dr.Mark Hart
Theologyand Religious Studies
To the editor:
On Sept. 29 Iwrote a letter to the
editor expressing my outrageat having
my financial aid delayed due to
unknown reasons. TodayIreceived a
very gracious letter from Fred Carter,
directorof financial aid. In this letter he
carefully explained why aid can be
delayed and the extenuating
circumstances surrounding the
dispersion of aid this year. He
mentioned the greatpersonal sacrifices
of himself and his staff in trying to
overcome "the worst year thisoffice has
everhad." He alsoexpressedhis anger
at my criticism of the financial aid
office as beingunfair. He wasright.
After readinghis letterIrealized that
my reaction to this situation was not
fair to him or his staff. His
explanations of the course of events
made me realize that in the heat of a
personal crisis Ihad overreacted.
PerhapsIshould have made moreof an
effort to find out the real reason for the
delay instead of accepting the reasons
given at thecontroller's window.
Icould have written Mr. Carter a
personal letter to apologize, but since
my criticisms were public,Iwouldlike
Please see 'Letters' page five
To the editor:
Iwould like to respond to your
article, "Please save our trees," which
appeared in the Oct. 6 edition of the
Spectator. Iwas surprised to learn that
treesonall sides of the BarmanBuilding
would be removed during construction
of the Biology Building. Iwas
disappointed that your article framed the
question of whether to save the trees as
amatterofsaving trees as such. Tome
the issue isnotone of trees for the sake
of trees,but trees for the sake of beauty.
If trees areugly,Isee noreason tokeep
them on campus.
To determine this,Istrolled around
the Barman Building to see what I
thought of the trees. The two large
pines on the southeast sideare attractive
and their lines help to mute the sterile
rectangularity of the Barman Building.
The trees north of these, while having
interesting shapes, do not complement
the building andappear,in that sitting,
to be rather motley and unappealing.
The trees to the north are attractive,
particularly the deciduous tree farthest
upMarionStreet.
Something disturbs me more,
however, than which trees may be lost.
Iam disturbed by what might replace
them. The landscaping of the new
Casey Building on the sides facing the
street is dismal. It hasno imagination,
is not uplifting, adds nothing to the
building and is far below standard for
the restof the campus. Is this the same
architect incharge of the Barmanproject
and the whole quadrangle? Does the
landscape architect consult Buildings
and Grounds so that the campus
maintains its unity and good taste?
Perhaps the Spectator would be
interested in finding out theanswers to
these questions for me and the rest of
the university community.
EDIT OR IA LS
Sun sets on a liberal Supreme Court
Ninepeople inrobes will notgive them
to usanymore.
This means many more people will
have to organize and start getting
involved in campaigns for candidates
and initiatives which will build and
protect a solidplatform ofrights for all.
This can not be heartening to any
realist who has watched the American
electorate's habits in the last 20 years.
Efforts toinform thepopulaceregarding
issues of any complexity are easily
thwarted because a sizable swing vote
seems to always react to the most
effective (that is to say simplistic)
publicrelations maneuvers.
People committed to integrating a
strong ethical dimension into human
existence face a monumental task in
protecting the rights of minorities,
especially if the economy falls on hard
times.
This is not to say the challenge is
insurmountable. But it will take hard
work. Itwill probablyalso require that
somepeoplelose significant rights for a
periodof time.
Whenpeople realize themess they've
createdby electing presidents who fill
our courts with reactionary judges,
perhaps they will learn to be more
careful in the votingbooth.
Polls show a large portion of people
who votedfor Reagandidn'tagree with
hardly any of his social agenda. They
justliked hispersonality.
Over half the judges in the federal
system are now Reagan appointees.
The Supreme Court will bear his
imprint for at least ageneration.
Some lessons don'tcome easily.
By STEVECLARKE
Editor
WhenGeorge Bush takes the oath of
office Jan. 20, a new era will begin in
the relationshipbetween the American
people andits government.
Since the 19505, Americans have
enjoyedrights secured for them by a
liberal Supreme Court. Soon after
Bush takes office, the two last die-hard
liberals will retire. ThurgoodMarshall
and William J. Brennan, Jr., both in
their eighties, have held out during
Reagan's two terms, hoping a more
liberal president would follow and
replace them with justices who agree
with their philosophy of an active
Court.
This will not be the case. Bush has
made it clear he wants a Court which
"interprets laws" instead of making
them.
That sounds like good sense, but
what doesit mean?
Anillustrative example seems to be
the Miranda decision,where theCourt
ruled in the early 1960s thatpolicehad
toinform suspectsof their rightsbefore
questioningcould begin. Conservatives
cried foul, claiming the Court went
beyond its powers by prescribing the
procedures police must follow.
It is up to the Congress, which is
elected by the people, to make such
rules, the conservatives insisted,not the
members of the Supreme Court, who
are appointed for life.
Court decisions which many
useless arms andinstruments ofglobal
destruction whileouranemic politicians
turn their backs on the hungry, the
homeless, the elderly. Remind our
politicians that theethics curriculum of
your global college demands that we
either cooperateandshareor weshallall
togetherdestroyourselvesandall life on
planetearth.
Bring about,OHoly God, an honest
discussionof the critical issues in this
presidential race. Put a stop to the
cheap game-playing and juvenile
posturing on college campuses, at
factoriesandday-care centers. Wemake
our own, O God, the words of your
servant Isaiah, "Woe to those who call
evil good, woe to those who substitute
darkness for light,and bitter for sweet.
Woe to those who accumulate wealth
andpropertiesandneglect thepoor."
Throughallof us,OHolyGod,labor
to restore to America its greatest
heritage of fairness for all,freedom for
those at thebottom, and fidelity of our
institutions to the weakest and neediest
of our citizens.
Morris invocation
, (Editor's note: This is the textofFr.
Jack Morris' invocation at the Oct.11
teach-induring Vice President George
Bush's visit. It is printed here atFr.
Morris' request to reconcile the
Spectatormistake addressedonpageone
of this issue.)
Holy God of all nations, you who
monitor allpolitical systems and keep
an eye on all who strive for political
office. Do not, we beg you, continue
to tolerate the arrogance andconceit,the
forked tongueand false advertising of
those who proclaim peace and justice
andyet with instruments of the CIAand
covert actions pillage and maim our
brothers and sisters inElSalvador and
Nicaragua.
You proclaim yourself as the God
who cries with the poor and the
oppressed,cry out withushere today at
Seattle University indemanding that the
bottom line of business ethics is not
profit but the common good,not more
riches for fewer people but
compassionatecare for the weak and the
broken. Stand withus anddenounce the
mad expenditureof massive sums on
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Bearing this inmind,Ihave to argue
that the film was theologically
inaccurate,historically inconsistent,and
artistically weak. Scorsesehad to have
known that it would shock and offend,
and should have realized his artistic
failure.
Ido not understand how the
"anonymous Jesuit" (Sept. 29, p. 1)
could see the Christpresented in this
film as one that young people "could
relate to." The Christ in this film was
incoherent, uninspiring, historically
insignificant and generally
contemptible. He did nothing of
importance, besides his eventual
acceptance of death on the cross. It
comforts me to recall that the Jesus I
know is so unlike Dafoe's character.
While themusic and a few scenes from
the film are admirable, this image of
Christ deservesno praise.
Seeing this film was agood exercise
in freedom of speech and critical
thinking for me, but the Jesus of the
Bible (andrelated works) still is more
realistic, more admirable, more
inspiring.
MichaelFischer,student
From 'Letters' page four
my apologypublic as well. To Mr.
Carter andhis staff at theFinancial Aid
Office,Iapologize formy angerandmy
ovcrrcaction to a situation that youhad
no more control over thanIdid. Ihope
you will consider my personal
circumstances as well. Each year itgets
a little harder to get by. From this
incident Iam reminded to conduct
myselfin a little better manner beforeI
unleash my anger and frustration on
someone else.
Thank you,
Rosalie A.Hansen, student
(Editor'snote:Pleaseseerelatedarticle.)
To the editor:
With the recent discussion of the
film, "The Last Temptation of Christ,"
in the Spectator, Iwould like to
comment on the debate andon the film
itself (whichIsaw in mid-August). I
agree with Louise Weaver that Fr.
Sauvain and others have expressed
insensitive ideas about the movie and
Nikos Kazantzakis (the novel's author).
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This is who Fr.William Bichsel is:
ByJOSEPHMcGOWAN,S.J.
Quoting Mr. Fauntroy, "we have cut
$280billion fromprograms designedto
meet the needs of the old, the young,
the sick and the poor. We cut Pell
Grants and guaranteedstudent loans
(my italics) for our young, job training,
aid to families with dependentchildren
and housing subsidies for our poor and
unemployed. We cut Medicaid and
Medicare for our elderly." America has
never beenbetter thanbefore?
Iwould like our "America is better
than ever" vice president to admit that
the policies of the Reagan
administration were wrong, to reclaim
thecourage hehad in the '60s when he
stood up for openhousingin Texasand
to talk about the ways he intends to
move this government to support its
peoples at home rather than try to buy
and sell all of us.
Who is Fr. Bichsel? A man who
lives with the poor. My counselor,
spiritual guide and friend. Who isVice
President Bush?
cutting back on the very education and
trainingprograms that wouldretool our
workforce in the skills required for the
capital-intensive, information-based,
service-oriented jobsof the future;third,
theprofitsmade by foreigncorporations
and investors on the sale of their
products here and on the financing of
our enormous federal debt are coming
back to our country in the hands of
foreign corporationsand individuals to
"buy America.'"
How is this happening? We have
become the pawns of "a financial
system with a system of global capital
markets and international institutions
and relationships that seek tomaximize
profits without regard to national
boundaries,"Fauntroycontinued.
Our peopleare takingsecond place to
profits. In trying to keep ourselves
from getting lost in the economic
backwash, we have taken money from
the powerless and the inattentive to
meet some of our needs at home.
the South and in the North and was
alwaysa defender of theunderdog. Fr.
Bichsel was comfortable with my
stepfather, affirming and patient with
him, always ready to help him. That's
whoFr. William Bichsel is.
Having disposedofFr.Bichsel witha
few comments and a laugh, Vice
President Bush went on to deplore the
doom and gloom that Dukakis is
spreading about our economy.
"America is better than ever," he said,
to the relief andapplause of thepeople
whoattended that campaignrally.
Ihave been told that Fr. Bichsel's
actions were inappropriate, obnoxious
andrepulsive. Economic stagnationand
povertyare also repulsive. Walter E.
Fauntroy, delegate to the United States
House of Representatives from the
District of Columbia, summed up the
American scene this way: "First, jobs
in thelabor-intensive auto,rubber, steel
and textileindustries arerapidly leaving
the country; second, the nation is
When my friend and spiritual
counselor of twenty-four years, Fr.
William Bichsel, S.J., spoke out at
Vice President George Bush's rally in
Campion Ballroom last Tuesday, he
was booed by many and the vice
president asked this question, "Who's
this guy? Isn't this a great country?
Youcanrun into all kinds ofcharacters
in my line of work. This one's
Who is he? One of the six Jesuits
closest to me, that's who. Who is he?
A man who set aside a very promising
career in Student Life at Gonzaga
University and chose to live with the
poor. That's who he is. Who is he? A
man whom my deceased stepfather
admired. Andmy deceased stepfather
admired few people. My stepfather
grew up poor, kicked and fought his
way through a very hostile society in
Military budget helps fuel the economy
ByRONE.CODY
SUSecurity
This is an election year (in case you
haven't heard yet),and for some of us,
one of the big decisions will be the
choice between voting for guns or
butter. Traditionally the Democrats
have stood for strong support of social
programs at theexpenseof themilitary
and the Republicanshave stoodfor the
military at the expense of social
programs.
For those whose decisions rest
heavily on guns versus butter,Iwould
like to suggestafew other ways to look
at the issue. Very few people would
say that social problems area complete
waste of money. Nor are there many
who want a complete removal of the
American military. The question is
how much should go to guns and how
much should go to butter.
Iam certainly not for a reduction in
the social services,althoughIdo have
my opinions on what to do with the
money already allocated. Iam also a
firm supporterof a strongmilitary with
a generousbudget togo with it.
The military, however,is more than
just weaponsand warmachines. There
are many things that their budget is
applied to, and yes,Ialso have my
opinionsonhow that money should be
spent.
WhatIwould like to address is the
many more things than guns the
military budget buys. To begin with,
most of the military budget is used to
pay the well over a million men and
women who keep our armed services
running and prepared. If any of you
think that it is a waste of taxpayers'
money to pay that many people to do
practically nothing useful,consider it
this way: If we never go to war, then
all we havedone was create the largest
on-the-job training program for people
just out of high school or college that
makesno allowances for race,sex,creed
or economic status. Many of these
Letters
I'mnot trying to say that the military
is the best thing going in this country,
nor am Igoing to debate the moral
issue ofour current military policies. I
just want to propose that each dollar
spent for our military does at least as
much good for the internal social
welfare,ifnotmore, than welfare.
Disclaimer: Iam not in the least bit
claiming that the military should
replace current social programs, for
there are many people who absolutely
could not benefit from military service
due to commitments, physical
conditions or other limiting factors, and
they must rely on more appropriate
forms of governmentmonies.
Whether youplan to votewarmonger
or bleeding heart this November,
remember that the military plays a
greater role in this country than just
national security or international
bullying(dependingon how you look at
things). Italsohas a significant role in
the development of our youth and the
boosting of our economic situation.
people leave the military with at least
one marketable skillandseveralyearsof
experience. Ifonlyour social services
could do so much. Let's not forget the
thousands of scholarships and other
college assistance provided by the
military each yearas well.
The military dollar also goes toward
the purchase of jeeps, planes, guns,
aircraft carriers,and yes,bombs. These
things have to come from somewhere,
and that somewhere consists of many
thousands of manufacturers in this
country who hire many thousands of
workers to build these items which add
a tremendous boost to the economy.
Economists are of the opinion that the
taxesspenton the military are agreater
boost to the economic health of the
country than any taxes spent on social
services.
Themilitarybudget also makes room
for scientific research both by service
peopleand privateenterprise. Muchof
thisresearch isbeneficial to science and
industry innon-military applications.
Jack Morris, S.J.
JesuitJustice-Peace Center
CampusMinistry
Special to the Spectator
Friday afternoon, October 14, 4 p.m. I've just returned from an exhaustive
eavesdropping tour of the Albers School of Business.My feet are sweating. They
stink realbad.Crap.
But half my mission is accomplished.Inow know what the real world thinks of
Mr.Bush'sliberalcommie persecutor,Ken Benes.May he rot in jail!
In order to win the full respectofPete Graves andLennyNimoy, I've somehow
gotto getin thereand interview theguy whomadehis vicepresidentandmine weep.
Geeky,sneaky, sticky-palmed little twerp. He'll sure be surprised to find out the
warmest place in hell is reserved for flag haters who are also questionable
journalists....
He greeted me with a hungry look. Fortunately, the straight jacketprevented
further acting out. Apencil betweenhis toes hadbeen worn to a stub. Subversive
code "letters toMom" were scrawledalloverhispaddedcell.
The followingisasecurity-approvedtranscript ofour conversation.
Judy:What made youdo it,Ken? Youused tobea niceguy.
Ken: What do youmean?
Judy: You used to revere authority. You used to be shy. Now you've got the
wholecampus inan uproar.
Ken: What do you mean?
Judy:Imean, Ken,you've insulted the second highest office in the free world.
Not only that, you limelighter, you've deeply pained our own beloved Father
President as well as Col.Culver andmore that 500 students and faculty of the best-
dressedcollege in this university.
Ken: TheAlbers Schoolof Business?
Judy:The very same. Youknow they're talking about you.Ken.
Ken: Who's talkingabout me?
Judy:Theyare. They'resaying you'veslipped acog.But they're mercifulpeople,
Ken. They're willing to forgiveand forget.
Ken:Who are they?Forgive and forget what?
Judy: They think it was the long weekend away from Pigott. All that head-
banging inand aroundBurlington, VT.
Ken: Whois they?
Judy: Who are they, Ken. Youused to be agood grammarian, too.Where didI
go wrong, Ken? Wasn't Ia good enough teacher? Was it something Isaid?
SomethingIdid? Oris itall our mother's fault?
Ken: What? What are youtalkingabout?
Judy:Imust go now,Ken. It's not too late to recant. You might at least save
your soul.
Ken:Recant what?
Judy: Don'tpull thatcrap on me. Youknow what.
Ken:No, what?
Judy: What?
Ken: Whatdo youmean, what?
Judy: What?
Ken: What?
Judy: I'm waiting.
Ken:For what?
Judy: For you to recant. Do you want to spend the rest of fall quarter in an
overcrowded jail?
Ken: It's notcrowded here.
Judy: Doyou want to finish your generalstudies degreebycorrespondence-with
your toes?
Ken: No,Iwantmy mommy.
Judy: Watch it.Thisconversation isbeing videorecordedby hidden camera and
microphone. They will break down your coded andsecret messages—no matterhow
clever.They will goeasier on you,Ken,if you admit theerror of your ways.
Ken: Mom, getme outtahere!
Judy: Your mother can't hear you. Your mother is ashamed. Ashamed of you,
Ken Benes. Traitor! Assassin! Former questionable journalist! Goodbye. Farewell.
Auf wiedersehen. Aurevoir.
Ken: Mom! Hey,Mom! Are you listening? Iwanna beer. I'm awful thirsty,
Mom. Generic willdo. There's $2. 47 in my pantspocket. The pants are up on the
roof on CampionTower.
President Quayle's first speech
ByKENBENES By the way, I'd like to take this
opportunity to inform everyone of a
change in address. It should now read:
Dan Quayle, The White House,
Washington D.C.
Sure Ihave my critics. Who,
besides Bill Cosby, doesn't? But I
always show thecritics thatIamagood
person.
TakeLloydBentsen,for example.He
was a critic. But is he in the White
House? No. AmI? Yes.Why? Because
I'mthe new president.
Earlier today, Ireplaced the old
president,George Bush.
Idon't know about you, but Imiss
him already. He sure was a good guy.
AndIdon't thinkI'llever forget thelast
conversation wehad.
"Repeatafter me," he said with tears
in his eyes, "Ipledge allegiance to the
flag..."
Pray for George, my fellow
Americans. Pray that he is happy and
safeand warm. Andpray for Barbara,
while you're at it. Pray that she can
look 25 years younger so people will
stop picking on her.
And while you're praying, also give
thanks that you live in a country as
greatasours.
Andby the way,I'm thepresident.
So on that note, Ibid you
goodnight,my fellow Americans.
An interview with
Ken Benes
ByJUDYNILL
"Someday, Dan, you're gonna be
president of theUnited States. Unless,
of course,yougetkilledin Vietnam."
On that note,Iwould just like to
thank my mom and dad for getting me
out of that thing. Imade it guys! All
the way to the White House.
Which brings me to the subject of
Robert Redford. I, my fellow
Americans, am not Robert Redford. I
may look like him. But I'm notRobert
Redford. He's an actor. I'm the
president. So I'mnot Robert Redford,
okay?
Iam,however,Jack Kennedy.
Which brings up a serious question.
Which oneof theKennedy's was Jack?
Now Iknow all about John, the
president. And there was Bobby, the
attorney general. And,of course, there
was Ted, the senator who threw his
secretary into the pond. And there was
Joe, the bomber pilot. But who was
Jack?
Hell,Idon't know. But Iam him,
whoeverhe is.
This country is a great country. Or
at least it has been since RonaldReagan
took over from that nitwit Carter. And
following in the great tradition of
Reagan, was George Bush. And
following Bush, is me.
Iam a good guy. The governor of
Massachusetts may disagree, but then
again, who'spresident,him orme? The
answer,my fellow Americans, isme.
Iam qualified to take this office. I'm
also qualified to take this desk and this
chair. You see, they come with the
office.
AndIalso think Star Wars is agood
idea. It was a neat movie,andIthink
we can use it as a defense system with
thoseguys over inMoscow.
Iintend to play hardball with the
Soviets. Ialso intend to play baseball,
football and eightball. Whatever it
takes.
Back in Indiana, we have an old
expression: "Thepig ain't ever ready
until he rolls in the mud." Iintend to
bring this philosophy to the White
House.
April 1, 1989. Midnight. The
White House.
BarbaraBush ishavingabaddream.
She wakes up, getsout ofbedandheads
toward thebathroom.
She quickly realizes something is
wrong. WhereisGeorge?
Something on the bedroom door
catches her eye. It is a piece of
stationary taped to the doorknob. She
reads it, lipsmovingrapidly.
"Dearßarbara,
This job isjust too damn hard. I've
decided torun away. Don'thate me.
Give the job to Dan. He'll be fine.
Just don't let himmake any decisions.
Don't cry,honey. That'smx. job.
Love,
George."
The next afternoon,President Dan
Quayleaddresses thenation.
My fellow Americans.
These are the times that try men's
souls. Iam your president.
It is with deepsympathy andaheavy
heart that Iam coming before you
today. Is'poseyou've allheard by now.
George flew thecoup.
Why? Idon't know. Nobody ever
tells me anything. This morningIwas
lying inbedall nice and cozy andall of
a sudden,Alexander Haig wakesme up
and tellsmeI'm the president.
"What shouldIdo?"Iasked.
"Sleep in," he said. "Don't worry,
I'mincharge."
SoIslept for a little while,and then
Igot up.
"Where isGeorge?"Iaskedmy wife.
"Shut up, Dan," she said. "This
isn't the Democratic National
Convention,you know."
SoIprayed,my fellow Americans. I
prayedandIprayed andIprayed. Just
likeIsaidIwould in the debate.
AndthenIremembered the wordsof
my grandmother:
ShouldIwrite for the
National Enquirer?
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ByKEN BENES
ManagingEditor
On Tuesdaymorning,Iarrived at the Spectator andopened my mail.
In among the letters,Ifound the following regarding vice president
George Bush's visit to Seattle University andsubsequent counter-rally
in which three SUinstructors spoke out against thenatureof the visit.
"The garbage that flows fromthe Spectator with gay slander,
especially regarding GeorgeBush's visit last week,and thefuror
surrounding the right tosee himhas been aconstant source of
amazementforme.
The irresponsible reporting andIquote 'All threehavetakenahuge
risk. Eachis arelatively new member to theSU staff. Eachhas yet to
be tenured. Eachcould easily be let go. Insidesources say thiscould be
the case.'
Come off the grass,Benes. You arenot at Watergate, givenyou're
oldenough toremember Watergate. 'Insidesources— let go.'
Personally, theone who shouldgo is theManagingEditor ofthe
Spectator.
Thereprobably are going tobe,or already are,many newspapers and
periodicals scramblingfor yourservices,Mr.Benes. Good luck at the
National Enquirer, oops,my mistake, it'sHustler, isn't it."
That was my mail. Thisis an excerpt from a five page letter. The
rest says thatIshouldbetakenout andbeaten.
What do therestof you think?Please letme know.
ManagingEditor
OPINION
Besides,wedon't reallybelievethere'sa
national debt
On Chernobyl: That won't
happen in America because we know
what we'redoing.
On pollution: The big cities in
Western Washington are amess. They
should keep their pollution to
themselves.
OnRonald Reagan: Underrated.
On crimes committed by the
Reagan Administration: All
administrations commit crimes.
On Seattle University (My
school): Mediocre at best
On the University of
Washington (Their daughter's
school): Underrated at the least
On Steve Largent: Overrated.
On journalism: Journalists
overall do a lousy job. Most of them
don't know what they're talking about
so they fabricate thenews.
On those who study
journalism: You'll fall into all the
bad traps life has to offer. Being a
journalist limits your view of the world
andmakes youopinionated.
ThereIsat saying nothing. Ididn't
speak at all during the dinner. Ididn't
speak at all the rest of the trip. On
Sunday afternoon,Ileft Yakima and
returned to Seattle, wishingIcould tell
peopleabout the dimwits from Yakima.
Ijust did.
The Yakima Valley. Apple country.
Summertime. A lot of hard working
farmers. The harvest. Barrels and
barrelsof fruit. Financial success.
And twodimwits.
This summer,Ihad the opportunity
ofspendinga weekend with twoYakima
orchardists. This was my first extended
visit to this part of Washington.
EverybodyImet while Iwas there
seemed nice.
Except the two dimwits.
Both were in their late 40's or so.
They werehealthy. They werehappy.
Iarrivedon a warm,sunny Saturday
afternoon. Although theheat wasquite
a change from the 70 degree Seattle
summer,Iwas happy.
The dimwits seemed nice at first.
Their greeting was warm and cordial.
But theyspoke verylittle.
They had a gorgeous house. Built
on the top of a hill,it overlooks the
entire Yakima Valley. There was a
terrific view of Mt.Adams. You can
also seeMlRanier in the distance.
The house was large with plush
decoration. Large windows were
everywhere. A deck surrounded the
house. It was clearly evident that an
orchardist who knows what he's doing
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Africa.
On "Cry Freedom," a movie
about Stephen Biko: A quick
attempt to make a buck about
something thatnever happened.
On the Democratic party: An
organization made up of people, who
know verylittleabout what the world is
really like. Communism at it's best.
On Mike Lowry: The lowest
form of life. Ican't believe anybody
wouldreally voteforhim.
On people who work for
Lowry: Idon't know if Icould keep
my food downifIever metone.
On Don Bonker: Wouldn't know
an issue if it bithim.
On Judge Robert Bork: A
misunderstoodgenius.
On Slade Gorton: Doesn't really
know whathe's doing either. But well
vote for him because he belongs to the
Republican party.
On the Republican party: Not
the best group of people, but they try
hardanddeservevoles.
On migrant workers and
illegal aliens: There's nothing
wrong with paying people to do an
honest day of work. Whocares if they're
illegal?
On nuclear energy: We are
really for this, for now. It would be
hard to imagine life without it. We
should put more money into it.
can makehuge sumsof money.
They talkedabout theharvest. They
talked about their miles of apple trees.
They talked about the exotic plants they
had brought back from Australia and
South Africa. They invited me to
dinner.
We ate at an elegant restaurant, to
say the least.Iordered the special. It
was $30.
Then the dimwits* started to talk to
me. Quickly they found out thatIwas
a Seattle University studentmajoring in
journalism. From that, the
conversationled to their opinions on the
following.
On South Africa: We were there
for amonthand we know what it's like.
The left wing liberal press isn't telling
the people the truth. There is not one
black person who is suffering in that
country. It's all a fabrication by the
press. Nelson Mandella is a fake.
BishopTutu is a fraud. All of theriots
you seeon television are staged. There
are absolutely no race problems in the
countryofSouth Africa.
On Stephen Biko, black civil
rights activist who was
murdered in South Africa: We
don't think he everexisted.
On white South Africans: We
had a couple of them visit our orchard.
They are nice people. Theyknow the
truth. There is no violence in South
Some thoughts on Campaign '92
ByKENBENES
If the race for the White House in
1988 has taught us one thing, it is that
politics canbe prettydull.
Just look at the people who are
George Bush. TheBigBusher. A
whining wimp.
Michael Dukakis. The Duke. A
plastic personality.
Lloyd Bentsen. Real old. Talks
without moving his lips.
DanQuayle. Enoughsaid.
What abore. I'dratherbasket-weave
than pay attention to any of these
personalities. The race in 1992 will
have tobebetter.
»And it willbe.The following isalistofpresidential
candidates who should run in the next
The Democrats:
Bill Cosby: Could easily become
the first black president. Would have
tremendous support from every region
of the country. Everybody loves this
guy. And weall know he's capable of
selling anything. He would do well in
debates. Wouldbring humor and a lot
of loud sweaters to the White House.
Must, however, disband himself from
LisaBonet.
Lee laccoca: Alot of people trust
this guy, and manyhave said he would
make a good president. He turned
Chrysler around. He could do the same
with the nation. And there's no doubt
he would have the best campaign
Cmmercials.Bruce Springsteen: Like Cosby,isrespectedand well-liked throughout
thecountry. He would,however,have
to get the Patti controversy out of the
wayin thenextfour years. Bruce would
scorereallybigonthe easternseaboard.
Would score big with the everyday
Paterno also is a strong, fatherly-like
speaker, much like Reagan. But if he
did have any problems with the press,
he could hire Husky coach Don James
as hispress secretary.
Joyce DeWitt: The former star
of "Three's Company," she would be a
perfectcandidate. She isyoung,pretty,
smart and articulate. Remember how
shenever gave into Jack Tripper? She
could do the same with the Soviets.
She would be a terrific first woman
president.SoRe-Joycein1992!
George Bush: Whether he wins
or loses in '88,he will run again in '92.
Andhe probably won't standachance.
So there youhave it.Thefield is set.
So make your predictions. Start the
campaigns. Andin four years, see what
happens.
Morton Downey Jr: Has gained
areputation in justashort timeas a late
night television talk show host. Very
right wingedandopinionated,heappeals
to a considerable audience. He does
seem knowledgeableonmany subjects,
but has trouble controlling his use of
profanity onpeoplehedisagrees with.
He also drinks heavily and chain
smokes, which couldbehisdownfall.
Joe Paterno: One of the most
well known figures in college football
as head coach atPerm State. He has a
tremendous following, andeven gavea
speech at the 1988 Republican
Convention. He wouldcarry the eastern
seaboard and a lot of the west He
would,however,probably do poorly in
Oklahoma, Miami and South Bend.
workingman. If elected, would be the
firstpresident to wearold, frayedLevi's
around. Then he would really be "The
Boss," and he could release an album
called "Darkness on the edge of
PennsylvaniaAvenue," which would be
a smash. You can almost hear the
lyrics.
/met with Gorbachev theother day
Igot so confusedIdidn't know what
tosay
IguessIhave noideas on what todo
There'sa darkness onPennsylvania
Avenue
Robert Redford: Would score
well with women because they think he
can be trusted. Would score well with
men because they like his movies. He
would also improve his chances by
naming Clint Eastwood as a running
mate. His biggest problem would be
overcoming constant comparisons to
DanQuayle.
Charles Manson: Would bring a
left wing approach to the ticket. He
would probablyhaveproblems with the
female voting population. The
shwastica tattooed on his forehead is
also a problem. But I'd bet a lot of
people wouldvote for him.
The Republicans:
Steve Garvey: The former first
baseman of the Dodgers and Padres
would like to run for the U.S. Senate.
Forget that. He should run for the big
chair. Garvey could take the female
votebecausehe showsdeepconcerns for
feminine issues. Men also like him
because he hita lotof homeruns. He is
from California, and would do well in
the Southwest. Must disassociate
himself fromTommy Lasorda, though.
Pat Sajak: One of the most
popular men on television. Ifhe could
get 50% of the people who watch
"Wheel of Fortune" to vote for him,he
could win. Andifhe had Vanna onthe
ticket, the possibilities would be
endless.
Two opinionated dimwits from Yakima
ByKENBENES
Joyce DeWltt. Is she simply ■ sitcom actress? Or is she
presidential material? You'll soon decide.
ManagingEditor
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Seattle's recent rains bring the return
of the area's mushroom season. Once
again manypeoplecan be seenon their
hands and knees, searching for either
edible orhallucinogenic fungi.
According to D. C. Clausen, senior
gardener at Seattle University, the
people looking for a high from
mushrooms maybe in for a surprise.
"You cannot tell by looking, tearing
amembrane or anyother means outside
of a lab whether they are potentially
lethal,"Clausen said.
He noted thereare "at least 25 species
[ofmushrooms] thatIknow of," which
are very difficult to tell apart. A
number of those species will make you
sick in varying degrees and some can
kill,Clausen said.
He observed SU's campus lawns
contain many types of mushrooms,
some of which are hallucinogenic and
some that are highlypoisonous.
Norm Mitchell, director of SU
security, said his personnel will be on
the look-out for mushroom pickers.
Pickers will be warned not to continue
because of the risk of poisoning, he
said.
If theyrefuse todesist,Mitchell said,
"we'll take strongeraction." He didnot
specify what form that action might
take.
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implementing strategies of evaluation,
advising and support, and working to
create "an atmosphere sensitive and
responsive to minorities."
"We don't have resources or
manpower at this time to service these
students adequately,"he said.
According toKrueger,astrategy "not
new to minority student development
butnew at SU," has been implemented.
Student grades are monitored and
"prescriptions" areoffered inattempt to
improve a student's academic
performance. "Students can chose to
accept it (the prescription) or not," he
said.
A student's first six months on
campus is the most crucial time for
support andbonding,andeven students
with3.8gradepointaveragesdon't have
total growth and need some help,
Krueger said. "Freshmen and 'walk-in'
students with problems are our target
population."
As for an atmosphere sensitive and
responsive to minorities, "Things are
starting to blossom,"Kruegersaid.
Thomas Krueger, new director of
SU's Minority Affairs Office.
educational setting which welcomes and
encouragesstudents fromother countries
anddomestic ethnic minorities,not just
to enroll, but to succeed." Krueger
challenged the university to create a
"culturally diverseenvironment"
"Tostrengthen thescholarly leaders of
diverseracial minorities,"Kruegersaid,
SU's attention should be focusedonfour
critical areas: 1) generate greater
sensitivity and understanding on
campus; 2) employ more black faculty
andstaff;3) dealpositivelyandpublicly
with concerns raised by minority
students about the university; and 4)
work with academic curriculum and
achievement
"I think the university is working
veryhard torecruit and tokeepstudents-
of-color,"he said,adding that hisoffice
is conducting multi-cultural awareness
workshops.
Complementing his staff of one
counselor and a part-time secretary,
Krueger saidaminority affairs taskforce
has improved support systems for SU's
approximately 470 students-of-color by
ByRICHARDBASH
StaffReporter
Warning that unchecked declining
participation of minorities in higher
education would lead to "educational
and,consequently,economic apartheid,"
Seattle University'sdirector of minority
affairs expressedoptimistic concern that
SU's administration would act on a
Multi-racial StrategiesPlanpresently on
theuniversitypresident's desk.
Thomas Krueger, Office of Minority
Affairs director since April, is already
charting new ground for that office. He
is the first minority affairs director ever
chosen toaddress the BoardofRegents,
thePresident's Advisory Board,and the'
university's Convocation assembly
welcoming faculty and staff with the
themeofMulti-culturalDiversity.
Citing a July 1988 forecast, "Report
on Student Clientele for Seattle
University in 1995," which called for a
special effort to enroll more black
students andrecommended that "every
effort must be made to provide an
Libraries evolving with information age
New minorities director optimistic
ByLISALARA
StaffReporter
Public libraries don't just loan books
anymore. According to a recentarticle
in the New York Times,peopleborrow
tools, video cassettes, toys and even
pets fromlibraries.
Diane Turner, Community
Information Officer for the Seattle
Public Library, saidnew computers are
the biggest innovation for libraries in
the Northwest,especially the new book
check-out system which is faster and
moreefficient.
The Seattle Public Library also
offers art work, sheet music, play
scripts and video cassettes that can be
checked out.
Larry Thomas,university librarian for
who may be working on an advanced
degree," said Thomas.
According to the New York Times,
The American Library Association
calculated that 57 percent of the adult
population used the public library last
yearcompared to SIpercentin1975.
Thomas said that student use of the
libraryhas always been comparable to
the number ofstudents attending school
with fluctuations at various times for
noapparent reason.
The SU library receives its funds
primarily from the university, along
with grants and gifts, instead of local
taxes likeapublic library.
Thomas said that SU received a
significant endowment from theBarman
family two years ago for books and
periodicals enabling the library to
strengthen its selection.
with other libraries in the area for
entertainment purposesbecause it would
takealotofstaff andmoney.
Gary Fick, university librarian for
Seattle Pacific University, and John
Heussman Ph. D., Director of the
Mortvedt Library at Pacific Lutheran
University agreed. These libraries also
exist to support their curriculum.
Tuition is so high at SPU that the
library must be primarily educational,
said Fick. "We don't want to compete
withpublic libraries,"addedFick.
SU does serve the general public
occasionally. Ifaperson isinvolved in
aresearch project that requires the kind
of material SU offers, the library will
grant them a card. "We have a strong
theologycollection and wehavealways
been hospitable to clergy in the region
Mushroom
warning
Seattle University, said "a college
library's needs are different" He said
themajor change takingplacein theSU
Lcmieux Libraryisanupdatedcomputer
service that changes the way the books
arecataloguedwhich in turnsaves time
andmoney.
"Public libraries deal directly with
their clientele and have aresponsibility
to provide what the community is
interested in,and the library becomes a
kind of community center," said
Thomas. "Personally I'dlike a world
where the two functions are separate,
but if that's what the community needs
someone ought todo it,"headded.
Academic libraries deal with their
clientele through the faculty, said
Thomas, and primarily support the
teaching.
Hesaid SUcouldn'tpossibly compete
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ByMIKELIGOT
StaffReporter
The UnitedStates isall for it.
Canada isn'tquitesure.
The free trade agreementbetween the
two countries, which would eliminate
almost all tariffs between them, is set
to go into effect Jan. 1. The subject
has been such a controversyin Canada
that itcaused nationwideelections. Itis
Canada's biggest political issue since
the Quebec separatist movementof the
early 19705.
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney has
dissolved the CanadianParliament and
called for elections on Nov. 21.
Members of the House of Commons
(the only realpower inParliament)will
be elected,and the party with the most
seats won will have its leader in the
office ofprime minister.
According toobservers, free tradewill
be far and away the most important
campaign issue.
Mulroney, a member of the
Progressive Conservative Party, is in
favor of free trade. John Turner of the
Liberal Party and Ed Broadbent of the
New Democratic Party, however, are
staunch opponents of the pact (Turner
has called it "an outrage"). If either
TurnerorBroadbent areelected, thepact
will be tornup.
Mulroney has not had much popular
support during his tenure as prime
minister, whichbeganwhen heunseated
Turner in 1984. However, a poll cited
in the Oct. 17 issue of Business Week
stated that Mulroney's Conservatives
held the lead in the election race. A
Conservative victory will keep
Sullivan, faculty to
discuss Bush's visit
ByKENBENES
Managing Editort...t
A meeting between instructors of
Seattle University's collegeof artsand
sciences and William Sullivan,SJ.,
president of Seattle University,
Bush's Oct.11visit to
"It's anopportunity for Sullivanand
facuity to dear the air," said one. " «" ■
instructor. "It will be an informal
meeting, and we hope to resolve our
differenceson Bush's visit"
Said another faculty member, "I'm
not mad at Sullivan,butIam mad that
Bush was allowed to useour campusas
a political tool. This meeting will
regardingGeoige
SUwill takeplaceat 2:30 p.m. today.
The meeting is an opportunity for
Sullivan to explain the significance of
the vice-president's visit,and will also
allow faculty members to voice their
opinion on the the visit's significance.
allow me to voicemy opinion."
The meeting, which is expected to
last 90 minutes, will be held in room
516 of the Casey Building. Only
members of SU's college of arts and
sciences willbe allowed toattend.
Apple Computers announces
SU contest winners
BvKFNBENESKSSffSSi imwKiHi. fcfwivi
AppleComputers has announced the
winners in their "Back to School
Promotion" contest which was held for
Seattle University students earlier this
quarter.
Taking the grand prize was Mike
Gilchris. Forhis efforts he received a
SonyD g8 compactdjsc piayer.
Runner's-up were Scot Pearce and
S.L. Reiter. Each received a Sony D
compactdiscplayer,
Consolationprize winners were Gil
Stamaria, Shelly Fukushima, Joyce
Allen and Mary Gustafson, with each
receivingan AppleComputer t-shirt
Mulroneyinoffice and insure thepact's
survival.
Incontrast, the pacthad little trouble
going from proposal to President
Ronald Reagan's pen in the United
States. Little opposition arose,and the
pact will have minute, if any,impact
on the Americanelections.
Who, then, would benefit from the
pact?
The most efficient producers in
Canada would have an advantage,said
Fred De Kay, Seattle University
business instructor. They will be able
to expand into the American market
withmore intensity.
"Canadian consumers will gain to the
extentthat the mostefficient American
producers, whowereblocked outbefore,
will move in,"De Kay also said. "The
Canadian government has put controls
on imports from the United States.
Someof thosecontrols will berelaxed.
It will be easier to cross the border."
Headded that investment opportunities
in Canada willrise.
Other nations could be hurt. Lower
tariffs on Canadian or American
products would mean foreign goods
wouldhavehigherprices,reducing their
impact in either market.
*The main issue for Canadians is their
economic independence.
They(Canada) are verydependenton
us for trade," saidConstance Anthony,
SU political science professor. The
United States accounts for 68 percent of
Canadian imports and 77 percent of its
exports.
Also,several American multinational
corporationshaveplants inCanada,and
free trade would strengthen their power.
"U.S. multinationals would make the
decisions," Anthonyadded. "(Canadian
Canadians leery of U.S. trade agreement
labor) won't have any influence. It's
resented." Jobs could also be lost,
especially if companies concentrate in
America.
TheCanadiannational identity is also
at stake. Free trade has been seen by
many Canadiansasanother way for the
Americans to dominate their country.
"Their neighbor to the south is a
worldpower," Anthony said. "They're
afraid that the U.S. culture will take
over Canadianculture." The recent trade
of Wayne Gretzky, a star Canadian
hockeyplayer, from aCanadian teamto
an American team,accentuatesthis fear.
"He was one of their most important
cultural figures. It was a slap to their
country and their identity."
Washington State also has a sizable
potin the free trade ante.
"Oneof the frictions between Canada
and theUnited States is the importation
of lumber fromCanada,"De Kaystated.
"TheUnited Stateshas charged that the
Canadian government is selling timber
at a relatively lower price. The U.S.
government doesn'tsell timber cheaply.
The Canadian government is selling
below the market price," thus giving
Canadianproducers anadvantage. This
results in a loss of jobs in
Washington's lumber industry.
("What price should a government
agency sell stumpage at? That's a
tough question to answer," De Kay
admitted.)
Washington will haveeasier access to
Canadian markets though, De Kay
stated. He added that Canadians run
severalSeattle office buildings.
De Kay said free trade between the
two countries has been brought up
several times before. He recalled that,
early in this century, it was gaining
momentum. AnAmerican senator then
announced that the pact would hasten
the day when the twocountries would
beunited under the American flag. The
insulted Canadians promptly dropped
theplan.
"On balance, both countries will be
better off,"DeKaysummarized.
Whether Canada agreesremains tobe
seen.
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By TERRYJ.ONUSTACK
Slflff reporter
An elderly man gazed at the
picture of death, destruction and
horror.
He gently wiped a tear from his
eye and muttered," Excuse me,"
with a Yiddish accent. He
quickly moved 0n...
The frightful story of Adolf Hitler's
rise to power and merciless tortureof
millions of Jews and their sympathizers
still lingers on with a world-tour
exhibit of "Anne Frank in the World:
1929-45." The younggirl who kept a
diary as she hidfrom the Nazi's withher
family in a secret annex for three years
until they were discovered. The only
survivor was her father, Otto Frank,
who later publishedher diary, which is
now internationally known,"The Diary
of AnneFrank."
The tour is on a two week stop in
Seattle and the Jewish-Christian Task
Force of theChurchCouncil ofGreater
Seattle is sponsoring the 3,000 square
foot exhibit at the Bank of California
Building indowntown Seattle.
The Frank exhibit explains the
despair among pureGermans andalmost
attempts to excuse thecommon man of
hispart in theHolocaust.
The scenes are graphic. The message
andmeaningisstrongandclear.
The exhibit is split into four parts
with the main theme being
discrimination. It shows that
discriminationiscruel and irrationaland
that ordinary citizens are servingas the
discriminators. Also, the exhibit
suggests that discrimination is a matter
of personal choice and that
discrimination and racism still exist
todayandmustbeactively opposed.
Early photos of the Frank family
highlight the start of the exhibit.
Viewers feel the loving grasp of Edith
Frank holding her beloved newborn,
Anne. Anneand her sister,Margot,are
portrayed as happy, playful children,
growing up in Frankfort and later in
Amsterdam.
In the meantime, the unemployment
and famine of theaverageGerman drove
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"42nd Street" is
a smashing hit
Anne Frank, at age 13 in 1942, just before the Frank family went
into hiding.
The Holocaust
comes to life in
Anne Frank exhibit
ByMONICA ALQUIST sing and tap dance beautifully tofamiliar songs such as the "Lullaby Of
Broadway" and "There's ASunny Side
ToEv'ry Situation."
Talentoozes off the stage from the
singing and tap dancing. Theentire
company are so light on their feet that
their feetactually movequicker than the
eye. The elasticity of their bodies is
unbelievable with legkicks that could
knock yououtof the theater!
The costumesare very authentic of
the '40s era. Each girlis dressedin the
hairstyles of the time, reminding us of
the Judy Garland and Jane Russell
beauties. One scene has the men's
ensemble and Mooney (as the main
tenor) dressed in black tuxedoes with
hard-tophatsand tails. Then the women
come out in the gowns, that flow as
they walk, in all shades of color;
purple, fuchsia, orange. It definitely
highlights theeleganceof theera.
The setting is also nicely
utilized.with creativity and cleverness.
During thesong, "We'reInThe Money"
the men come out carrying dimes, the
size of wagon wheels, then they use the
dimes as their tap dancing platform.
The changing of scenes runs very
smoothly. For instance, in one scene
the cast is at a party in a hotel. The
setting is an upstairs bedroom and a
main hotel floor. When the scene is
focusedon the upstairs,
the main floor is darkened and the main
floor actors go into mannequin poses.
It is very effective, making the
audience forgetabout theotheractorson
stage.
There is nota weak momentin
this show, each member of the
company creates the "42nd Street"
ambiance,making theaudiencebeg for
more.
The Civic Light Opera presents
"42ndStreet" at Jane Addams Theatre,
a theater inside an old school's
auditorium. It doesn't have the
atmosphere of theFifth Avenue Theater
with chandeliers and people dressed in
dazzling new fashions, but once the
singing and dancing begin, the
surroundings disappear and you feel
you'reingoodol' Newww Yoorrrk!
Every member of the cast is
superb. The leading lady, Elizabeth
Madsen is wonderful. Her charm and
poise as an actress/dancer is well
expressed through her complex role as
Peggy Sawyer. Sawyer isa shy young
girl from Allentown, Pennsylvania,
who comes to New York to fulfill the
dream that all aspiring, artistichopefuls
have... to be a STAR! Sawyer gets a
chorus part in a show, but after the
leadinglady breaks herankle, she takes
her place andbecomes a Broadway star
overnight.
Madsen is able to realistically lay
all parts of a young rising star's
shyness, excitement, naivete, and
finally the maturity and confidence one
gains through hard work andexperience.
Other main characters alsoadd to
the excellence of the musical. Michael
Mooney, who plays Billy Lawlor, the
lead tenor,has a booming voice which
is excellent in his renditionof "Dame."
Mary Petzold shows delightful humor
in her role as Maggie Jones, the
supervisor over the youngdancinggirls.
Frank Joachimsthaler, who is
outstanding increating the demanding,
serious,and at times overbearing,show
director,Julian Marsh, whodeep down
is soft-hearted. The entire ensemble
them to desperate measures, searching
for newleadership.
As Hitler's power increased, the
horrible torture began. Horrifying
pictures of the raid of Holland, the
destroyed city of Rotterdam, and the
beginningof the "razzia
"
or roundupof
the Jews bring a lump to the throat.
The Nazi's tight restriction on Jewish
activity is carefullyexplainedshowing
the obvious prejudices of the German
citizens. Signs declaring "Jews not
welcome here" and "no Jews allowed
"
werecommonplace in1930s Europe.
Disturbing photographs of Jews
being sent toconcentration camps show
theharsh treatment theyreceived. Sick
children andpiles of human bones tell
the storyof theNazi deathcamps.
A Young child turned to her
mother and questioned, "Why
did they send the Jews to those
jails?" The mother knelt down
to her daughter and explained,
Hitler didn't like them because
they were Jewish."
Before taking in the exhibit,attend
the video taped documentary; telling the
German tragedy. This film highlights
the photo exhibit and prepares the
viewer for the interesting lesson to
come.
The Frank exhibit reminds us of
how easily desperatepeoplecan lose all
sanity andseek terrifying extremes.
The exhibit successfully draws out
social consciousness in the viewer.
While its educational value warrantsa
visit alone, the exhibit's ability to
emotionally move the viewer makes ita
must. Everyone should see this
exhibit,ifnot to learn of the atrocities
of the Holocaust, then to open their
eyes to the dangers of prejudice and
discrimination.
Created in 1985 in Amsterdam by
the Anne Frank Center, theexhibit has
touredEurope,Japan andmuchofNorth
America.
"Anne Frank in the World" ison
display from 9 a.m. to9 p.m. in the
FifthAvenue lobby at the Bank of
California Building until Oct. 29th.
Admission is free to the public andone
hour parkingis providedby the bank.
NW Chamber Orchestra
gives special student rates
ByMONICA ALQUIST
Arts &EntertainmentEditor
The Northwest Chamber Orchestra
opened their 16th season last weekend
with "Bach By Popular Demand" and
are preparingfor their nextperformance,
"RoyalHolidays," which premiered last
yearandreceivedravereviews.
For this event actors, singers,
costumes and music will recreate the
royal court of Marie Antoinette at
"RoyalHolidays at Versailles,"Part11.
A special feature this year will be
listening to the armonica, a glass
instrument invented by Benjamin
Franklin. It consists of many graded
glass disks, shaped like saucers that
make wonderful music when fingersare
pressed against the glass rims that are
kept wet.
So it is not to early to reserve
tickets. The orchestra has especially
invited students to the dress rehearsal,
Dec. Ist, for only $5.00,or a matinee
on December 2nd for only $7.00 with a
chance to speak with the performers
afterwards. The average ticket price for
other matinee performances are $11.50.
Concerts are held at Nippon Kan
Theater. For tickets or more
information,call343-0445.
Arts&EntertainmentEditor
lover and his death during a valiant
charge. Her pains evoke memories of
trying to movea biggun through sandy
bluffs. A haunting vision of a herd of
saddled horses galloping powerfully
without riders carries her through the
delivery.
Her vision eases to one where the
horses, all lined up, drink peacefully
fromariver.
But real sounds of approaching
artillery dash any chance of celebrating
the birth.
The mosthaunting scene of the film
shows Yefim and Mariya's children
playingagameas their parentsboardup
the house inpreparation for the attack.
The children mimic a scene they
obviously know too well. Several of
them,mustaches clumsily charcoaled on
their faces, attack their sister, tieher up
and act outarape.
The father scoldshis children and then
hurries them into the root cellar to wait
out the attack. It is here Klavdia must
make choices about what she has to do
for her baby,her hostsandher country.
"Commissar" is expertly acted and
filmed. The scenes in this black and
white movie effectively convey both
warmth and clarity of image. Unique
camera perspectivesgive especially the
hallucination sequences a truly surreal
quality.
Yefim's character builds throughout
the picture. Hischarm is infectious and
his courage is stirring. Mariya, lovely
and strong, provides an anchor as her
husbandand houseguest fear the coming
battle.
Klavdia seems to represent the
common Russian, forced by hard
circumstances to putan iron face over a
tender heart. Whenher tenderness went
out so authentically to the Jews,
Moscow censors in 1967 apparently
thought it was toomuch.
"Commissar" shows the common
bonds between us all. For people
rooted to their prejudices, perhaps this
film was too threatening.
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By STEVECLARKE
Editor
"Commissar," now playing at the
Metro Cinemas in the University
District, examines the plight of a
Jewish family fhrough the eyes of a
pregnant Russian military commander
during the CivilWar of the 19205.
The film, produced in 1967, was
bannedby theSoviet governmentfor20
years. The present release is part of
"glasnost," the opening of society in
the SovietUnion.
"Commissar" begins by
demonstrating the toughness of the
stout commander, Klavdia,as sheleads
her Redarmymen through cold,barren
landscapes to battle the czarist White
forces which seek to destroy the
Revolution.
When her troops bringadeserter back
to her for punishment, she doesn't
hesitate to have him shot.
A couple scenes later,Klavdia wipes
away tears of embarrassment and
frustration as she explains to her
commander that sheispregnant.
Hercommander finds ironic humor in
the prospect of this woman of steel
toting a baby,but worries about having
toreplace her. Hechooses to place her
in the home of a Jewish family where
shecan have her child and then decide
what todo.
The father, Yefim,complainsbitterly
about having to give up a bedroom
when his family is already living in
cramped conditions,but there is a note
of humor andacceptance inhisprotests
that thereis nothing hecan do.
His children playfully mock the
commissar, who is too despondent to
react.
Yefim's wife, Mariya, quickly
develops a warm relationship with
Klavdia. She dotes after her pregnant
houseguest, even though theRed army
has abusedher people.
Klavdia at first scoffs ataccepting the
sisterly advice and helpMariya offers,
but finally gives way and enjoys being
cared for.
Yefimacts appalled at first to see his
wife giving his slippers to the
commissar but soon finds himself
showingkindness to her as well.
Everyone appears to be gettingalong
like one big, happy family until the
White army approaches. As theydo so,
Klavdia hasher baby.
The family decides toprotectand hide
their guest. As she goes into labor,
striking visionsappear to her.
Klavdiarelives the encounterwithher
Commissar (Nonna Mordyukova) confronts her soldier in "Commissar."
Soviet film still stirring
after 20 years inhiding
In thepast few months,no actorhas
been publicizedmore thanTom Hanks.
Since the release of this summer's
successful comedy, "Big", Hanks has
appeared on the covers of "Time",
"Newsweek", "People" and "Rolling
Stone."
Sally Field,on the other hand,has
beenless publicizedas oflate. She has,
however,beenoneof.. icmostcritically
acclaimed actresses of the '80s.Her two
Oscarsareproof of this.
So putting Hanks and Fields in a
movie together isprobably agood idea,
right?
Yep.
The movie is "Punchline," which
deals with the world of stand-up
comedy. It is byno means perfect, but
it opens up the world of the funny-man
like no movie since "The Lenny Bruce
Story".
Hanks is terrific. If "Big"proved he
was a superstar as a comedic actor,
"Punchline" proves he is capable of
even biggerchallenges.
His character is Steve Gold, a hard
working, down-and-out New York
comic whohasbeenrecently thrown out
of Mcd School. As a comic, he is
dynamic, showinga styleand substance
beaming with originality. As a young
man, he is confused, moody and
volatile. ...
ByKENBENES
TomHanks comes
through with another,
"Punch Line"
Fields plays Lilah Krytsick, a
housewife and mother of three young
girls. As a comic, she leaves much to
be desired. But through the
encouragementofGold,she starts to try
new material. Slowly she believes in
herself, and her comedy comes to life
withfreshness and warmth.
"Punchline" is by no means Field's
best performance. At times, she looks
uncomfortable playing acomic, for itis
evident she is not the goof of a Tom
Hanks or even a RozanncBarr. But in
scenes where she plays mother, wifeor
friend,her unique ability shines through
and provides a nice contrast to the
intensity ofHanks.
But in the end,it is the directing of
David Seltzer, who also wrote the
script, that gives "Punchline" a
specialness. Unlike other directors
dealing with stand-up, Seltzer goes
beyond the jokes and one-liners. He
shows us the human side of comedy,
taking us not only backstage, but into
thelives andpsyche'sof the comedians.
The photography throughout the
movie is excellent,particularly in the
final scenes. We see not only the
beauty that comedy can bringabout,but
also an ugliness which manypeoplefail
to see.
As Robin Williams once said,
"Comedians are seldom allowed to be
human."
"Punchline" tries to show this
humanside.
ManagingEditor
Correction...
In last week's article of "Romeo and
Juliet,"one of the female dancer's name
wasincorrect. It isDeborah Hadley,no
Patricia Hadley, who starred as th
opening night Juliet. Sorry for an
inconvenience thismayhavecaused.
OUR STUDENT LOANS
MAKE THE GRADE.
IIk If \ \
GuaranteedStudentLoansforgraduatesand
undergraduates.No interestpaymentsuntilafter gradu-
ationor withdrawal. Up to tenyearsto payback atjust
8%annualpercentagerate?Paymentsas low as $50
per month.
Maximumloanamounts:$2,625 Freshmen/Sophomores
$4,000 Juniors/Seniors
$7,500 GraduateStudents
Ask your school'sfinancial aidoffice for anappli-
cationanddetails. Or call thefriendof the family at
(206)464-4767.We're outto make your educationmore
affordable.
"This ratedoesnot necessarily apply tostudents withexisting loans.
Washington Mutualm
Thefriendof thefamily EE&c"*"1a*"""B-*B-*
WashinfitotjMutual
Kevin Ehlers
saveandcrunchingaguy."
Off the soccer field Ehlers describes
himself as goal oriented, soft-spoken
and dedicated. "Ilike to be productive
and if I'm not productiveIcan't be
happy withmyself."
Besides workingpart-time for a real
estate property managementcompany,
Ehlers setsahigh standardofexcellence
for academic achievement. Ehlers is an
memberof theprestigious AlphaKappa
Psi,National Jesuit Honor Society and
has a 3.70 cumulative grade point
average with a major grade point
averageof3.97.
"Kevin is whatIwouldpersonally like
to see all athletes be, very motivated,
with high achievement in academic
studies as well as athletics," said
HildegardHehdrickson,chairmanof the
businessdepartment.
Hendrickson was unaware Ehlers is
such an outstanding athlete and
expressed her approval, "Even though
he is a good athlete he has not let his
studies sluff in account of being an
athlete."
Ehlers grew up in Pullman
Washington, but choose to go to school
at Seattle University to get out of a
small townenvironment and capitalize
on the benefits of big-city life. Ehlers
says SU has offered him the
opportunity to establish great
relationships with faculty that he
believes couldnothavebeen established
if he had gone to a larger school.
Consequently Ehlers believes he has
learned morebecause of faculty-student
relationships.
Well, the secret'sout!
of thenet.
Five minutes later ChrisChai made a
skillfulpassoff ofa fake to put theball
right on McKay's left foot.McKay took
the ballin for his secondgoal.
McKay finished his "hat trick" 34
minutes into the first half when
Alamillo put up a corner kick and
McKay knocked itin.
Fewing said the defense was tough.
"Eric Skov made sure things weresorted
out back there."
TheChieftains showed a let down in
the secondhalf thatallowed Gonzaga to
getback in the game. "We had those
guys down and frustrated and we let
themback in the game," said Fewing.
He gave fatigue as one of the main
reasons for the let down. "We were
playing on a beach," he said,referring
to the water-logged condition of the
field.
"Our midfielders,Ben Johnson,Ben
Hattrup, andChrisChai,played thebest
game I've seen them play," said
Fewing.
He also commended Erik Anderson
for his strong defensive play. "He
marked his man completely out of the
game."
Fewing said Alothimin showed his
experienceby coming in in the second
halfandcalming the team down.
By JENNIFER VOLANTE
StaffReporter
Seattle University men's soccer team
has probably thebest kept secret in the
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletes.
The secret? Itstands over six feet,has
red hair and can fly through the air.
Give up? He is SU'sgoalkeeper, Kevin
Ehlers,who returns this year to play his
last seasonas aChieftain.
Peter Fewing, men's soccer coach,
compliments Ehler's goalkeeping
ability despite his record. Ehler's
averageof 3.0 shots scored againsthim
pergame is truly a misrepresentationof
hisability. "Kevin faces more shots on
goal per game than (a goalie) in an
indoor soccer game,
"
saidFewing.
Fewing has coached soccer camps at
Seattle Pacific University and
University of Washington, to name a
couple, and has seen some of the best
soccer players in the state of
Washington. Impartially, Fewing
believes Ehlers is right behind the
number one ranked. University of
Washington goalkeeper, Jeff Koch. "I
think Kevin is tops,he's right up there
and can hold his own," said Fewing.
Ehler's says he's disappointed with his
record because it's the worst in the
league and also because it eliminates
himfrom receivinganyrecognition.
Even though this is Ehler's last season
with the Chieftains he has some high
expectations for the team's futureunder
Fewing's leadership. "He's the best
coach we've had in four years." The
men's team has had four different
coaches in the last four years, added
Ehlers. Fewingis anexcellent tactician
andmotivator and Ehlers expects to see
significant changein the directionof the
soccer program, he said. Ehler's also
expressed his pleasure that "SU put
some money into the soccer budget...
becauseit waslong overdue."
On the soccer field Ehlers displays the
characteristics ofa "typicalgoalie," said
Fewing. "He's an intense athlete...he's
demented...he's the type that wants to
banghis head on the goalpostbefore a
game."
Ehlers is described by Fewingas a
silent team leader,as wellasademented
goalkeeper. "I canyell and yellat him
and he doesn't getmad,he just thrives
on it." Ehlers adds that his three most
favorite things are "winning,making a
ByDANNYMADDEN
SportsEditor
The men's soccer team found their
niche this past week against Northwest
College and Gonzaga University,
coming out with their first two
victories.
Against Northwest College last
Tuesday, Oct 11, the Chieftains were
led by Robert Alamillo,who completed
a "hat trick," three goals in one game,
as theycruised toa7-0 victory.
Adding to theoffensive attack were
Aziz Alothimin with two goals, Terry
Edwards and Danny McKay,both with
onegoalapiece.
Peter Fewing, SU coach, said the
game was a "real confidence builder."
Hesaid, "weplayed90 minutes for the
first time this year."
Goalkeeper Kevin Ehlers combined
with freshman goalkeeper ScottPhillips
for the first shutoutof the year.
The Chieftains came off their
convincing victory to defeat Gonzaga3-
2 behind an extraordinary performance
by teamcaptain McKay.
The first goal came 11minutes into
the game when McKay took a pass
from BenHattrupand dribbled through
threeplayers to put the ball in theback
Women pull off third tie of season
The first half was a back and forth
battle that ended withno onescoring.
Twentyminutes into the secondhalf
Gunnestad put a corner kick at the
mouth of the goal and Christine
Marinoniheadeditin.
The Chieftains again dominated
offensively and Evergreen again used
quick counter attacks to keep in the
game.
Within a period of six minutes
following Marinoni's goal Evergreen
scored twogoals.
The situation was looking grim for
SU, but with only ten minutes left
Marinoni followed a shot in and stole
theball just as the goalie was about to
grabitandscored the tyinggoal.
Two ten-minute overtimes produced
no points.
SU had 29 shots on goal to
Evergreen's eight. "It was the same
scenario, shotafter shot after shot just
wasn'tgoing in," saidRyan.
off the counter attacks of Evergreenas
they scored at the IS and 35 minute
marksof thesecondhalf.
"Our transition from midfield to
offense was not real cohesive," said
Ryan.
She said the Chieftains had just
switched to a new formation and this
was their first chance to try it in a
game.
Ryan commended her team for
workingharder as thegamewenton.
She said the game was a veryrough
and physical game, "there was blatant
pushing and shoving, it was appalling."
she did not contribute that to the loss
though.
IngridGunnestadsurprisedapowerful
University of Portland team with a
quick goal four minutes into the game
on Saturday,Oct.15. "I think they were
expectinga blowout," saidRyan. "That
goalshook them into anawakening."
Twenty-one minutes into the first
12
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ByDANNYMADDEN
SportsEditor
This past week the women's soccer
team showed strong offense in pulling
off their third tie of the season after
dropping their twopreviousgames.
Evergreen State college managed a
few quick counter-attacks forscores ina
game that wasoffensively dominatedby
SU on Wednesday,Oct. 12. "We just
couldn't get theball into the goal," said
Kathleen Ryan, SU women's soccer
coach. The Chieftains had 14 shots-on-
goal toEvergreen's three.
The first goalof thegamecame when
Jennifer Volante scored twoand a half
minutes before halftime.
Coming out in the second half the
Chieftains still managed to keep the
ball in Evergreen territory doubling
Evergreen'sshots-on-goal 16-8.
It was not enough, though, to hold
half,UP scored and followed up with
anothergoalrightbefore thehalf to take
a2-1leadinto halftime.
The secondhalf was dominatedbyUP
with eight shots-on-goal to SU's two.
They scored two more goals in the
secondhalf todefeat SU4-1.
Gunnestad was injured and had to
leave the game with 15 minutes left in
the game.
"We playeda good game andIwas
really proudof our determination," said
Ryan.
She said, "we knew going in they
wouldbeaveryskilled team."
Ryan commended the play of Kelly
McCarthy, Kristin Schaut, Timnit
Ghermay andPiper Cowan.
The Chieftains got their second
chance at Evergreenon Tuesday,Oct.
18.
The storyof the game was almost the
same as the first one,except in theend
the score was tied2-2.
'Demented' goalie
is asset to team
Chieftains taste victories
SU team captain, Danny McKay, fights off a Gonzaga defender.
SPORTS& RECREATION
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the openpeople," saidJohnson.
Johnson hails Bovenkamp as a hard
worker and a goodrebounder. The67"
center, who wasmost valuableplayerof
his league in high school, can "score
wellin thepaint" withbothhands.
Defense wouldbe themain weakness
Johnson sees inBovenkamp's game.
Che Dawson brings strong
fundamentals from a top program at
Sunset High School in Beaverton
Oregon.
Standing at 63" he was used
primarily as a centerinhigh school but
will moved to the forward position at
SU. Johnson said he can run the fast
break as wellas stop and take the jump
shot.
Two red-shirt freshman, that show
promise, are David Homer from
Maryknoll High School in Honolulu
Hawaii and Tony Trippy from Seattle
Prep.
Homer,a 6'l" forward,has impressed
Johnson with his ability to drive to the
basket.
.The 52" Trippy is a good shooter,
but Johnsonis concerned about his lack
of height.
Johnson said the teamhas improved
from last year,but isconcerned because
everyone else in the league has
improveda great deal also.He said, "it
willbean uphill battle."
Johnson expressed hope that the
students will come outand support the
team this year.
The Chieftains' first game will be the
Alumni gameon November 5.
Johnson's main concern with the 64"
junior is thequickness of his shot. "I'm
trying to get him to speeditup;It takes
him a little while to shoot that thing,"
saidJohnson.
The "Lynden Connection" is strong
in theSUbasketballprogram. Petersen,
freshman Kevin Bovencamp, and Tim
Zylstra, all three players hail from
Lynden Christian High School in
LyndenWashington.
Zylstra, sitting out a year after
playing two years at Centralia
Community College, was called to the
attentionofJohnson by Petersen.
Johnson plans to use the sB" junior
to handle theball on thebreak andplay
tough defense. Johnson commends
Zylstra as "the best on the team at
defending the guard coming down the
court."
Of the freshman the best outside
shooter, in Johnson's opinion, is Aaron
Waite from Columbia River High
School in Vancouver Washington.
The 6'l" Waite "reminds me a great
deal of Kevin Bailey," the star SU
shooting guard of two years ago, said
Johnson. "Both areleft-handed andboth
like to shoot the ball." Johnson said, "if
there is anything negative about Aaron
it wouldbe the fact that maybe he likes
to shoot it a little toomuch."
Johnson plans to use Waite as a
three-point threat.
Also of Columbia River, Curt
Scheidel "is a big 62" guard who
handles the ball well,reads the floor
extremely well,andcan get the ball to
ByDANNY MADDEN
SportsEditor
The Seattle University men's
basketball team will bring in the season
with a lot of youth, strong leadership
from their returning players,andanup-
tempostyle of play.
TheChieftains lost five players(three
starters) last year, but Bob Johnson,
head basketball coach, said he feels the
teams strength will be the leadership
from thereturningplayers.
Although he feels confident about the
leadership on the team, he said, "the
thing that isgoing todetermine whether
we're successful or not will be how
quickly we can get the young people
involved,andhow quickly theycanpick
upandunderstand whatisgoingon."
An improvement inbench strength is
expectedbyJohnson with thearrival of
some strongnewcomers.
Because of a new, more intense
conditioning program, Johnson said he
plans on a "very up-tempo team." He
added, "I'vealways liked toget theball
outandgetitdown (thecourt)quickly."
The point guardpositionhas been an
areaofconcern for Johnson,buthe said
6'l" senior,Gerald Wright has stepped
in and is "doing an excellent job in
running thebreak."
"We need to speed him up a little
bit," said Johnson. He said because of
the style of offense Wright played in
community college play he is more
used tocoming down and setting up an
offense, insteadofrunning thebreak.
This experience gives him good
knowledgeofahalf-court offense.
Johnson also said he is happy with
the way Wright has improved on
defense.
Team captain and last year's second
leading scorer, Eric Petersen, will be
returning at a new position. "Last year
we played him out of position at
center," said Johnson,"he is actually a
forward." Because of the addition of
Bobby Hendrix,a true center, Johnson
can now switch the 65" junior to the
strongforwardposition.
John King returnsat small forward as
SU's leading rebounder from last
season. The65" sophomore "has gained
a little weight, is jumping a lot better
and has come back with a good
attitude," said Johnson.
Last year there was concern with
King's outside shooting, but he ended
the season shooting good from the
outside. "This year he's come in with
thatconfidence thathecan really stroke
theball fromoutside," saidJohnson.
Paul Lawrence will be called on to
open up the offense with his outside
shooting. Johnson said the 62" senior
has been "putting (the ball) in the hole
with consistency."
Lawrence is a "fairly good defensive
player, although we need to work on
things." Johnson said,
"
he has
quickness straight ahead but needs to
work a little bit onhis quickness from
side toside."
Joe Hardeman, voted most
inspirational by his teammates last
year, returns as a strong defensive
player, but Johnson would like to see
him be used more in the offense this
year.
"Joe is probably the quickest guard
we have," said Johnson "and he is an
extremely smartplayer." Johnsonadded
that the 56" sophomore is skilled at
getting the ball to the right person in
scoring situations. Hardeman will be
used at the pointguardpositionbehind
Wright.
Although Craig Deaver will be
ineligible for the first half of the
season, Johnson hopes to see the same
improved shootingandreboundingfrom
the 67" sophomore that he saw at the
end of last season. He said the big
difference inDeaver is that he is nota
freshman anymore, "he's maturedalot."
Chris McGilmer will probably be
used at the small forward position,
although Johnson plans to look at him
at the off guard spot. "I'm not sure
about his ball handling and outside
shooting," said Johnson. The 64"
sophomore "is most consistent in
around thebasket"
Johnsonexpressedhishappiness with
the work McGilmer has done in the
conditioning program. "Chris has
bulked up a bit and shouldbe good on
the boards."
Of the new arrivals to Chieftain
basketball,
"
the one Ithink is most
important to us is69" Bobby Hendrix,"
saidJohnson.
Before coming to SUthe junior from
ODea High School played on
scholarship atSouthern University,and
then transferred to Bellevue Community
College where he was injured and sat
outayear.
According to Johnson,Hendrix is the
first true center at SU since Chris
Church played two years ago. "With
Church we seemed to flow better in our
offense," saidJohnson.
Hendrix will "give us the opportunity
to get the ball off the boards and run,"
he said. Johnson added that Hendrix is
"very strong,heposts up well,spreads
out around the lane well,and he shoots
the ball really well around the elbow
and the topof thekey."
Frank Beach,a transfer from Antelope
Valley Community College in
California,brings strongrebounding to
the strongforwardposition.
Fast-paced Chieftains ready to play
Sportsweek
Friday,Oct. 21- Men's soccer vs. St. Martin's College 3:30
p.m. Home
SU SailingClub meeting topick officers 6:30
p.m. ConnollyCenter conferenceroom
Saturday, Oct. 22- Women's soccer vs.CentralWashington
University, Away
Wednesday, Oct.26- Women's soccer vs. University of
Washington 3:30p.m. Home
Men's soccer vs. SeattlePacific University,
Away
Ski Club meeting,noon, upstairs commuter
lounge in the StudentUnionBuilding.
TODAY AT 2:10 P.M.
YOUAREINVITEDTOAN
OPEN-DAY AT THE RANGE
BYTHEOFFICERSAND MEMBERS OF
The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
Students who want to experience the enjoyment of the shooting
sportscan develop their skills inshotgun, rifle,and bow shooting
in asafe environment. Transportation, useof firearms,and am-
munition are providedfor the price of $3.
Jwf. Wk in
T3i^^^B
Dr. Tadie Didi Marquez Liza Romero Dan Borchers
Moderator Co-Treasurer Co-Treasurer Co-President
Officers not pictured: Kevin Moyes: Vice President TomPotter: Co-President
For further information call:
Dan Borchers 324-3883
Tom Potter 522-0454
Dr. Tadie 296-5422
Fall Term-Matches Winter Term-Matches
Oct. 20
- Open Day at the range Jan- 12
NOV. 3 Jan. 26- Open day at the range
Nov. 17 Feb
- 9
Dec. 1
- Christmas Party at the Feb. 23
range clubhouse
The Seattle Univeristy Marksmanship Club is an Intramural
Club chartered by ASSU, and affiliated with the National
Rifle Assoc. & the Washington State Rifle and Pistol Association.
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Has the bumper sticker died?
By MOLLYCURRAN
StaffReporter
It isgetting harder to tell thedonkeys
from the elephants. They certainly are
not identifiable by the cars theydrive or
the buttons on their clothes.
The voters of the '88 election year
have becomereluctant when itcomes to
showing their political colors. Or so it
seemsby thenoticeable lack ofpersonal
politicalmerchandising.
A recent article in the New York
Times reported that amongnearly 1000
cars inparking lots atChicago'sO'Hare
International Airport only five sported
endorsement stickers.
SU'scar-drivingpopulation fares abit
better when it comes to political
expression. From two campus-
regulated parking lots and residential
parking east of 12th Street, between
Cherry and Spring, four outof300-plus
cars had bumper stickers. Included in
these was one slightly-faded boost for
Nixonin '69.
Even more scarce on campus is the
campaign button. In fact, it is almost
non-existent.
Between 11:45 a.m. and 1:15 p.m.,
one of the Chieftain's busier times of
the day,notone button was spotted on
either lapel,collar,hatorbag.
However,oneresident of Xavier Hall
has placed two purple and white
attention-grabbing posters supporting
Bush in a westside window.
There are as many reasons for this
lack of public identification with a
presidential candidateas thereare voters.
"Presidential campaignshavechanged
quiteabit in thepast 10 to 15 years. A
political race is a completely different
animal," said Clint Kahler,
spokesperson for the Republican
Central Committee ofKingCounty.
Kahler explainedthat though buttons,
stickers and lawn pickets are still very
LOOKING AHEAD:
"The candidates continuously fail at
addressing the real issues. The
campaigning themes and slogans
they've adopted are aimed at
manipulation," he said.
Shea explainedhe didnot think there
was anyone emotion to justify the lack
of enthusiasm toward the race,but that
indifference was probably a common
one.
"I have seen more Jesse Jackson
buttons than anyoneelse," headded.
Wearing a political button,putting a
sign in a car window or sticking a
picket on a front lawn are all forms of
free speech. But Kahler pointed out
people have to deal with a certain
amount of risk when displaying party
preference.
"It's a shame when a voter fears for
his or her well-being just because they
say, 'Ilike this guy or that woman.'"
Kahler himself has been the victim of
vandalism and harassment. On one
occasion,as he was driving across the
EvergreenPointFloatingBridge,Kahler
said he was followed "too closely" for
"quite a while" by someone in astation
wagon. This incident made him
nervous for his safetyand he suspected
it was because of the campaign sticker
onhis car.
"Unfortunately," Kahler said, "thereis
really no such thing as free speech. We
pay a price somewhere along the line
for havingavoice."
popular, it is television that enjoys the
bigger advertising budget. A paid
political endorsement airing during
prime-time has a greater effect than a
bumper sticker inaparking garage.
"It used to be that a guy running for
president had his name on everything:
combs, matchbooks, watches, you
name it. But now, with election
reforms and the laws on advertising,
television is the best way to promote
name familiarity," he said.
SU students see things differently.
Sentiments on this matterranged from
apathy to fear.
"I get frustrated being forced to
choose the lesser of two evils,"
commented pre-dental student Lena
Lassen. "Neither candidate impresses
meenoughto advertisehim."
A political science major mentioned
the irony of the ritual. "We cast our
votes in secluded booths and are
apprehensive, if not somewhat
embarrassed, to tell family and friends
of our choice. Then we slap a bright
red, white and blue sticker on our car
anddrivearound."
Establishing name familiarity seems
to be one of the bigger challenges
facing the '88presidentialcandidates.
Terry Shea, instructor of political
science, thinks perhaps the reason
people aren't willing to openly admit
their choice is because they have to
question what the key differences
between the two are.
"Election '88" A lecture and discussion
series presents "Politics and Elections
in 1988" sponsored by the Coalition
for Human Concern and the Pigott-
McCone Chair, tonight at 7 p.m. in
the upper Chieftain. Dr. Giovani
Costigan,Professor Emeritus from the
Department of History at the
University of Washington will be
featured. "The Contra-Cocaine
Coverup: The Story the Press isn't
Covering" sponsoredby thePeaceand
Justice Center and the Pigott-McCone
Chair will be Tuesday,October 25 at
3:30 p.m. in the Library Auditorium.
Theguest speaker is Daniel Sheehan,
Chief Counsel for the Christie
Institute's Contragate lawsuit. Watch
LookingAhead for moreon the series.
Marion Montgomery, writer and
professor, will speakabout "Ceremony
and the RegionalSpirit: The Lossof a
Sense of Place, with Emphasis on
PoundandEliot" on Monday,October
24 at 4 p.m. in the Library
Auditorium. He will also meet with
students at 7 p.m. in Casey Hall
Atrium. Admission is free.
Gethelppreparing for your tests! The
Learning Center presents two
workshops on test preparation and
anxiety, Monday, October 24, in
Pigott3sl, and Tuesday,October 25,
in Pigott 452. Both workshops are
from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. For more
information, call or drop by the
LearningCenter, 296-5740,P404.
"Influencing with Integrity" is a Fall
Leadership Outreach Program
sponsored by the Office for Student
Leadership, today at 2 p.m. in the
Student Union Conference Room.
Participants can learn how to influence
others without manipulation or
misinterpretation.
Beta Alpha Psi dinner sponsored by
Peat Marwick Main & Co. will be at
the Butcher Atrium on Monday,
October 24, at5:30 p.m.
BudgetingWorkshop! sponsoredby the
Office for Student Leadership, on
Wednesday,October26, atnoon in the
Student Union Conference Room.
Learn Budgeting and financial
management
"Alcohol and Drug Awareness Hour"
series begins its sixth season on
Saturday,October 22, from 10a.m. to
12:15 p.m. at Seattle Pacific
University's Demaray Hall 150. Joan
Rabey, Geri Roubidoux, and Joyce
Sundin will talk about drug
intervention.It is free andrefreshments
will be served. Watch Looking Ahead
for more on each month's program.
Formore information,call: 823-3116.
India-U.S. Relations dinner. Tuesday,
October 25, at the Lakes Club,Rainier
Bank Plaza, 777 108th Aye. NE,
Bellevue. The Honorable Pratap
Kishan Kaul, Ambassador of India to
the United States will be the guest
speaker. Dinner starts at7 p.m. with a
reception beginning at6 p.m. The cost
is $25.Sponsoredby the World Affairs
Council. Reservations must be
received twodays inadvance. Formore
information call 682-6986.
"Lights. Camera.Action!" isafull day
of video and film workshops on
Saturday, October 22, at Shoreline
Community College. For ticket
information,call 546-4770.
Explore careers in Natural Health
Sciences at Bastyr College's
Prospective Student Night, Friday,
October 28 at 6:30 p.m. Dr.Jonathan
Wright will be aguest speaker.Learn
about Naturopathic Medicine,Oriental
Medicine and Nutrition. For more
information,call 523-9585.
Women Business Owners presents
their annual Trade Fair on Thursday,
October 27 from 11a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Triples Restaurant, 1200 Westlake
Aye. North. Entrance is free and an
optionalbuffet lunch will be available.
For reservations, call 281-0155 by
noonon October 25.
History DepartmentOpen House! The
faculty and staff of the history
department invite all History majors,
HS Education majors and all interested
students, Wednesday, October 26 from
noon to 1 p.m. on 4th floor Casey.
Refreshments willbe served.
Writer's Club Meeting will be
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. on sth floor
Casey, Engineering DepartmentHall.
Contact Kenneth Maclean for more
information.
NE W S
/~T AQQTT7TP?FiQ *TELEPHONE SALES* Make
up to $10 hr or more.
Guaranteed wage $5 hr-
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA commission & bonuses. High
Immediate openings for energy envirnmt.F/T, P/T,
men and women. $11,000 to 284-1514.
$60,000.Construetion.manufa
-cturing, secretarial work, BABYSITTING JOB M-F,3pm.-
nurses, engineering and 5:30 pm $150 month + gas,
sales. Hundreds of jobs babysit 7 & 3 yr old, in
listed. CALL NOW! 736-7000, Madrona, call Linda or Bill
ext. 1035A. evenings 324-8195.
CRUISE SHIPS- Now hiring
men and women. Summer & RIDE OFFER- From
career opportunites (will Bell/Kirkl-
train). Excellent pay plus and area to & from SU (need
world travel. Hawaii, 3rd rider) call Mark, 822-
Bahamas, Caribbean etc.. 5451 or Doug 747-2177.
CALL NOW! 736-7000 ext.
1035C. COMPUTERIZE MEDICAL
COMMERCIAL ANSWERING
$1250 Weekly Home Mailing SERVICE, close to SU- just off
Program!! Guaranteed earn- Eastlake. 24 hr. service
ings start immediately. Free offering flexible hrs for
Details. Rush self-addressed both F/T @ P/T. Caring
stamped envelope to: 402 attitude impt as you gain
Buttercup Creek S-4, Cedar experience with all types of
Park, Tx 78613. medical situations. $4.40hr
training. Pay advancments
PUGETCOMPUTEREXCHANGE after third, sixth and
Brokers of used computers. twelvth month. Call 726-
Call to buy or sell, 821-3720. 2500 after 9:30 a.m..
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I mm* AJ j?#"-r PAID ADVERTISEMENT
I Air Band/LiP s j1 Oct-26 @ the Chieftain 1
i lst- Pnze" $50.00 . ®%$* if 2nd.prize- $25.00
I 3rd.prize- $20.00 ff JF « V
1 Sign-ups: ASAP @ Room 202 between l-3pm. |
i COME AND JOIN THE FUN ! 1
i . 000000000 <2> j
I A MOVIE NIGMT
* 1
I THURSDAY, OCT. 20 FROM 8:00-10:00 pm. 1
IN THE LOWER CHIEFTAIN. " J
"LOBSTER FOR BREAKFAST" J^ J
I
(IN ITALIAN W/ ENGLISH SUBTITLES) \
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED. }
000000000 l
IPIEUCE ANID IPILA€IE T© SIB j* ANN©UNCK]]D |
A A/ V
Co-Op Internship
Information Session
What does an intershipmean at Microsoft?
For starters, after you finish your stay withus,
you'llbe taking home the Macintosh® or IBMcomputer
youusedhere. Andit canmean a lotmore. Come to our
Information Session and we will tell youall about it.
Door prizes available.
Wednesday,October26
12:00 p.m.
Location: Lemieux Library Auditorium
Sponsoredby the Computer Science Department
MJcfosoftCb-cp
We GiveNewMeaning to Support
